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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OI•' 'rHE TEACHING OF CERTAIN
CHITICAL THINKING SKILLS TO NINTH GRADE PUPILS
ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
The purpose of this study was to collect data from the controlled exneriment that would add to the existin~ information
concernin~·the improvement of the critical thinkin~ skills of
ninth ~rade pupils. The specific purposes of the study were:
(1) to determine whether planned instruction in fact and opinion
differentiation makes a statistically significant difference in
a ninth-~rader's general critical thinkin~ ability; and (2) to
determine the relation between a ninth-grader's gain in critical
thin~ing ability and his level of intelligence, reading ability,
socio-economic status, and his sex.
§!~92

De_2ign
The population for this study was made up of 336 students·
in fourteen ninth grade English classes in three junior hi~h
schools in Santa Rosa, California. The classes were divided
into seven matched pairs on the basis of the pupil scores on th~
!:{atSO£-Gl§.£~E. Cri:tical:, ~hinki.Qg A££E.ai£~1·
While the seven control classes continued their regular program of English instruction, the seven experimental classes were
given special instruction by their regular teachers. This instruction was based on teacher's guides and pupil worksheets that
were developed by the researcher for this study. The instructional materials related to the differentiation between statements of fact and statements of opinion, and to an understanding
of various kinds of facts and opinions.
Following the eight-week instructional period, the Watson-

Qla~~ Qri:t~cal ~bin~~££ ~pra~sal was again administered~o-the

pupil$ in both the control and experimental groups. The preand post-test pupil scores constituted the data of this experiment.

1.

'I

A statistical analysis of .the data revealed that planned
instruction in a specific critical thinking ability,
fact and opinion differentiation, does make a statistically significant difference in a ninth-grader's general
critical thinking ability.
·

2.

The puril gains in critical thinking ability were not
significantly related to the pupil's level of intelli~ence, reading ability, or socio-economic status, nor
to his sex.

If our schools turn (.)Ut their pupi.Js
in that attitude o.f mind vlhich i ::; conducive
to good judgment in o.ny depa1·tment of affairs in which the pupils are placed 5 they
have done more than if they sent out their
pupils possessed merely of vast stores of
information or high degrees of skill in
specialized branches.
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I

AND DJ!i:l!'.IHFCIONS OI:' 'l'EHNS W3J£D
I.

HD:'.HODUG'Tl01\"

In early publications on the purpOi3'a of '3ducat:i.on i.:n a
free soc:Lcty, the

l~ducationa

•
• ~· ,, l' 0 , 1 tn.e
.,
F
l· .J:)ollcifl3
:_;,... 0,-.
dtt:Jl;:,::.. . ll,
LJ.ar-

vard Faculty Committee, 2 and the American Council on Educa7-:

tion.? indicated that a democ:cacy requires that the develop···

ment of the ability to think be a major goal of education.
~(lo

participate effectively a.nd intel1igent.lJr in the

functionings of a democracy, an individual

mus~

be able to

malce sound judgments, wise choices, and cor:cect apprai.Bals.

The indivifu1al, in addition to being affected with cultural
customs and traditional hab:i. ts, is constc:mtly being bombarded with verbal and written communiciation thot attempts
to influence his judgments, choices 1 and n.ppraj_sal.s.

:.eo

cope with these influences, the individual must be able to

carefully consider the evidence and base his choices and

.1..,
'
1 1)o J.l.c:t.eE
. '
C,omm1. SBlon,
.
P
J" J
jJJGucaclona
.Tl.:.]-..~ ·:.2.!].?..9_~~
2...f -~::..:~lC£-·
tion in American Democracy (Washinvton D. C.: National
1~d~ucaF:Cori--~1\s-so.cTation·;-·T~/3e), p. 157, '
2
Harvard J?acul ty Committee, 9.2.!:!:5:~.!:~::!.: E~Sl1~:..;:g:!:.L.S?.~}. ~n 9.·. Free
~?-~9.t~::~tz: (Cambridge: HarvCJ.rd Unbrcrsi ty rress, 19Lt6), p. 2T:lr:·
J.

•

2

actions an understandings which he himself acl1ieves and
on values which he examines for himself.
To achieve the above objective, an individual must
be capable of critical thinking.
•
t ·11e

}J. resJ...
· d en t

' £3 C ommlss1on
·
·

on

This was emphasized by

H J·.. gner
,

c.• ~
t-. . .1.on
·
.e.C.t_uca

L1
'

l. n

lt~L'·7
~,

which stated:
Development of the reasoning faculty, of the
habit of critical appraisal, should be the constant
and pervasive aim of all education, in every field
and at every level.
In a publication 6n the objectives of education in
a free society, the Educational Policj_es Commission5 in
1961 also identified the development of the ability to

think for oneself as a central purpose of American education and emphas:Lzed the need for specific action on the
part of the

schools~

In this regard, they said:

Many agencies contribute to achieving educational.
objectives, but this particular objective \.Vill not
be generally attained unless the school focuses on
it. In this context~ therefore, the development of
every student's rational powers must be recognized
as centrally important.
This emphasis by the various commissions and committees charged with the development of goals for education has been reinforced by recent interest and by
lJ.Hj_gt;er Education for American Democracy, "Establish·ing the Goals, 11 President's Commission of Higher Education
(Washington: U.S. Gov•t I7-inti.ng Office, 19LI-7), pp. 57-58.
5Educational P6licies Commission, The Central PurP.~

2.!. A-m ~CL£!3:!!

~~l~£~~!~~g_g (Washington: -·Frf:~tioiiai--Edu(;ation

Association, 1961 1 , p. 12.

3
research in the area of children's
o.f ·

J.age t 6

T).'
.~:

Wl• th
.

thinkin~.

The work

•
regar d t o cone ep t· d eve 1 oprnen Tc; J.n
cnJ. ld -·
1

•

ren has brought forth disagreement? and considerable
10 and Berlyne 11 have given helpsupport;. e'' 9 Flave11
ful summaries of Fiaget's research.

Most of the work of

Piaget and of those who follow him relates to the concepts of the physical world, but it also tends to indicate that readiness for abstract ideas is developed slowly and it comes through many concrete experiences.
A §!i_g£;y of

In

~hinJ~i:!!S, Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin 12 found

it essential to understand the strategies of concept

at~

tainment because we think with concepts and attaining
concepts is thinking.
6
J. Piaget, TP.e J:~!!E.~~g~ Q.!.!.9: T:_go-qg!}.! .2.f .!i.lfl:. Q.t::\.J)-.9:
( New York: The Humanistic Press, Inc., 3rd ed., 1959.

7B. !,'/. Estes, "Some ~1athematical and. Logical Concepts(in Children), 11 !Is>ur:r:!aJ:. of Geg~-~ic £§.Y.9.h.£!:..£~, I..J<:XXVIII March, 1956 , 219-222.

~. D. S. Braine, "The Ontogeny of Certain Logica.l
Operations: Piaget's Pormulation Examined by Nonverbal
Methods," Ps;yc:QQlg.gj.c_§!:J:. f'l1onQ£::!:QI~Q§_, LXXIII, No. 5, 1959.
9n. Elkind, "The Development of Quanti ta t;i ve Think-·
ing: A Systematic Replication of Piaget' s Studies," tTourgal ?f G~g£1i2.. PSJ.:2.Q2.l9.£J:, XCVIII (June, 1961), 219-22-7-:0
l J • H• P 1 ave 11 , Th £ Dey_e 1 Q£~~~B.!Q..:l I:.~Y.:2.!2.s>.1.9..f~ Q;[
J~Qg Pi~ge~ (Princeton: Van Nostrand lJress, 1962).
11
n. E. Berlyne, "Hecent Developments in Piaget's
\(vork, " :QE!'lii_s~ ~Qg~na1. S?.!.. ~El~2.£EA.ona_l psl.£.b.2lE:gy, XXVII
February, 1957;, 1~12.
12
J. S. B~uner, J. J. Goodnow, and G. Austin, A Stud;y
o.f T.hiP..~1·R.E.l (New York: \liley and Sons, 19~?6).
- --·--- ·

4

Attention also has been given to some of tho variables that influence the rate of de-velopment and the
quality of performance with regard to thinking.

• •

] 7.

Slller·:>

found that the socio-economic variables are of definite
importance in the development of children's thinking.
Osler and 1!'i.vel 14 ind:Lcated the importance of intelligence
and concluded that insightful strategy appears to emerge
between about 10 and

V~

years of age.

Some helpful work

in relation to the effect of motivation on the performance
of older students has recently been done by McKeachie 1 5
C'
•
J.oerger.
.,
1.6
an d b y 0p1e

The emphasis on thinking, and, more particuJ.arly, on

conc.ept formation as thinking has led to the conv:i.ction
that methods of teaching oriented towards discovery,

rather than mere practice, chould be employed.

Buchman's

l3 J. Siller, usocio-·economic Status and Conceptual
T hi r(l ki Tl g ,

LV

11

J o-q~:Q~_l Qf. ~Q.!lQ!:!!!~.l 2:!!£ S 0 £!.§:1_ ~§.Y~~b.SJJ..~.~~gy ,

October, 1957), 365-371.
14

S. F. Osler and M. w~ Fivel, "Concept Attainment:
I. The Role of Age and Intelligence in Concept Attainment
by Induction," Journal of Exl2.§.!.:l:~~g!al f§.Y.2l~.?1Qg;y, LXII
(January, 1961)-;·-r=E:r:..·-

l5w. J. McKeachie, "Motivation, Teaching Methods, and
College Learning," Nebraska Symposium on fvlotivation (Lincoln, Nebraska: Uni versity-oT-ffebraskaFre·s:s-;-PJ6IJ, pp.
11 J. ···14-2 •

c. D. Spielberger, "The I~ffect of Manifest Anxiety
on the Ac.adt;;;mic Achievements of Coller-;e Students," Mental
BYsl:.~n-~, xr.Jvr CJuly, 1962) , 420-L~26. -·---··16

5
Inquiry Trainin~ Research 17 focused on this point cf view.
He concluded that pupils should be eneouraged to queBtion,

relate

cri tj. ciz e 1 and restructure info:'::'mation :i.n the
light of their own cognitive styles. Taba 18 reported a
to~

study of thinking in elementary school children showing
significant. positive correlation between levels o.f. tb.ou.ght
and the degree of participation.

Promising work has been

done in the development of the met·hods of questioning and
use of the discovery method in the teaching of science ..
Karplus 1 9 has described teaching procedures to get children·to look at their environment in new ways.

Schwab and

Brandwein20 have. out;lined inquiry strategie~:; in the teaching of science.
Recent studies, more directly related to critical
. thinking, have been done by Ennis, 21 in the identification

17 tT.

R. Suchman, "The Child and the Inquiry Proces::>,
~ev~1..~.12ITl§nt: AY!otb.~E. ~22.~· A. }Jassow, ed.,

Intellectual

n~asriii)."g-c"on:

Development,

Association for Supervision and CIJ.rriculum
196L~).

.H:Llda 'J:aba, Thig}Sing i-.!"! ~l.~IA.~g!~!:Y. e.S:.QQ..S~l·. .QQ~~I.SlE.£~l
( U. S. Office of Education Cooperation Research Project
1574, San Francisco: Safi Francisco State College Pre~;s,
196Lf.) •
18

l9R. Karplus), "Meet Mr. O," ScJ.:.~.D£~ §.D9: S2..ll.i!.:.£:r.~n,
I ( Novemb~r, 1963 , 19-24.
20
J. J. Schwab and Paul Brandwein, The Teachin~ of.

§_9..:1:.~!!£.~

(Cambridge: Harvard University .t-'ress -;-··rgc:;,?·J~

··-·-

21R. H. Ennis, "A Concept of Cr:i.tical Thinkinc;,"
XXXII (\'linter, 1962), B2-8Lf.•

HaE_y~£.9: J?.9:u~§:t.iol~.e.!.: B,g_yl~~·~'

ri

6
of the various aspects of critical thinking, and Smith, 22
in the area of eleventh and twelfth grade science. Creutz
27
and Ge~i -? dealt with cri ticsl thinlci.ng and current events
at the ninth and 1:-enth g;rad.e levels~ an.d \'!allen, Ho.ullJ.'ich,
and Reid 24 made various curriculum modifications in eloventh grade history

clas~·>es

d er::.j_gned to foster cri ticaJ

thinking.
In his introduction, the researcher has pointed out
(1) that the development of the ability to think has been
advocated and accepted as a major goal of American educa-

.
t 1.0n;

c· c:,
,.. ) that the purposeful use of this abil.ity .to think

and to thinlc critically is requ.ired of the participants in
a free, democratic society; (3) that the development of
this abiltty· ::.;hould be a constant and pervan:Lve aim of edu·-·
cation; (4) that the school should make every effort to
focus on this task; and (5) that there has been

consider~

able interest and research in this regard.

22

Pe.u1 M. Smith, Jr. , "Critical 'l'hinking and the Science
Intangibles," §S:.t~n£~ ~~L<?.atiog, XLVII (October, 1963), L.W5-

'~08.

2

3Gloria R. Creutz and Kalil I. Gezj_, "Developi.ng Cri-tical Thinldng in the Current J!N-ents Class, 11 Journal of
E:£t.!-!£.~1i:.2!?.~1. Re.s~?.££Q, LVIII (April, 1965), 366::3T;s:--· ---·
24
Norman E. Wallen, Vernon F. Haubrich, and Ian E. Reid,
"The Outcomes of Curriculum Jllodificat:Lons Designed to Foster
Critical Thinking, 11 JournEtl o.f Inclucational Researeh, LVI
( July-·Av.gunt, 1963), -529--535-;-- -···-·------···----·-·-----·- -------·---

II.

The purpose of

THJ£ FHOBLEM

thiE.~

study i'Ws to eonduct E:..nd report:

on a controlled experiment relating to the instruction
o.f

.• -t·l1--g:ro.
•-d.er."
"'
rLLn,

•
-.
traJ•. .n
J.n
cer

.-,} ·I·" hi... n -k-1'
c:r ...
c:-l-l'}
'l s.
~ 25
CI'.t.: t·'J.c~".
. nc,
.t\. ....

It was anticipated that -this experimental study would
yield data that would anmver the following

I.

Does planned instruc t:Lon in a lin-d ted range of
critical thinking skills rnak.e a stat;j__stical1y .
significant difference in a niLth-grader's general cr:L tical thinking abi.1i ty, \vhen compared
with the effect of incidenta1 instruction in
these skills as measured by the Watson-Glaser

.Qr.il:.i.£:af:
?

"'-•

question[~;

~ginJs.il'lg ~Im~~?:.529J}26

·------·~---~· ----·---~·-··-·

What is the relation between a ninth-grader's
ability with regard to these critical thinking
skills and his intelligenco?27
·
What is the relation between a pupil's facility
_with regard to these critical thinking skills
and his reading level?27
·
What is the relation between a pupil's ability
with regard to these critical thinking skills
and his socio-economic levei?27
What is the relation between a pupil's ability
with regard ~p, ther--Je eri tical thinking s·kLU~>
and his sex?-7

2 5see the definition of terms for 'the meaning of

this phrase as used throughout the dissertation.
~)f

.

~>Goodwin Watson and Edward Glaser, Watson-Glaser
Q:r:_;1_~~t£f..::l~ 22l!in k i.!!£1 ~J~.E!2§:i...~~1. (New York : Ha o

and World, inc., 1964).
2 7 co
1
i f . .~ .
· 0ee t:v~e
te.lnlclon
used iri this study.

rc. ur:t· ,--Br_a_ce

01~ t

erms f or t· h.e measure ....~o b e

8

Educators ho.ve long been concern eel vri th the improvement of critical thinking abiJ.ities and/or skills
and with the need for more research in this

')?

area.~

This study is significant in that it nontributes to the
information related to the improvement of a

ba~d.c

aspect

of critical thinking.
The study was concerned \v:i. th

11

the

proce~w

o.f cor-

rectly assessing staterl)ents, 11 a definition of critical
. k.1ng g1ven
.
b y EnnJ.s.
. 28
th 1n.

.It was an

J

t.

eva_ua~on

o.f tiJe

planned irwtruction of ninth-graclerr.:;; with rep;ard to the
distinguishing between statements of fact and statements
of opinion.

This i::J.f.ltruction also providE:d opportunity

to recognize and differentiate among the various kinds
of facts 2 9 and the various kinds of opinions.
An important aspect of this study was the value
that accrued to the participating pupils through the
learnings involved in the instructional aspects of the
experiment.

Also, it is hoped that these lea.rninr;s may

well provide a base for the further development: of their
critical thinking abilities.

2"

.

-·'R. H. Ennis, "Needed: Research in Critical Thinking~
l!iq u.c ~-~i-.2.n.~1 ~.!.~i~Q~E.§J}.i£, XXI (October, 196 3) , 1? --20.
':>8

c. J.R~L£·,

29

P·

17.
.

Bee the section on the definition of terms for a
delineation of the meaning of tbe terms 11 kinds cf facts"
and. "kinds of.opinions 11 •

11

9

It wa::> tho

pu:cpoB~~

of

thi~>

study to eolleet data

from the controlled experiment that would add to the
existine; :Lnforrnation concerning the j_mprovenJent of the
cr.itic.:::-:.] thinking skills of n.inth f:';:r·ude pupils.
spcci f:i.eal.ly, the ro;:;earcber'
1.

purposes were:

To determine whether planned instruction in
the selected critical thinking skills could
be done with a significant degreb of success.
This involved the determination of whether or
not ther0 v.,ras a significant diff6rence between
the means of the experimental and the control
groups after .instruction. The measuring instrument
Critical-ThinkA ' •" ') was •t the Watson-Glascr
. -....... . . . . . .,,.,,...
!:.D.;s;.'• .•_PJ:.:L::~L::!.2.;..: •
.•
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To determine whether there was a signi.ficant
difference between the gains made by the boys
and those made by the girls in the experimental
c]_£4~'1SCfi.

3.

To detennine whether there was a significant
difference among the gains made by the varjous
socio-economic levels re~resented in the experimental classes.

L~.

1 o determine ·whether there was o. signi .ficant
difference among the gains made by the various
levels of reading ability represented in the
experimental classes.

5.

To deterwine whether there was a significant
difference amonG the gains made by the various
levels of intelligence represented in the experimental classes.

1

Because of the need to deal with skills that could
be developed at the junior high school level, one of the
three important critical thinking ahilities suggested by

10

Devine3° and Burton3 1 was selected.
to distinguish fact from opinion.

It was the ability
T~acher's

guides and

worksheets for the pupils were developed by the investigator to facilitate and unify instruction in this ability.
The population for the experiment was mfide up of 336
thirteen and fourteen-year old boys and girls in fourteen
ninth grade English classes in three junior high schools of
the Santa Rosa High School District, Santa Rosa, California.
Prior to the eight-week instructional period, the pu. pi.ls in the fourteen classes took the

£.§1 2;~}t!!l~~J:~2.5 !i?PE~i:.~al3
on

th~s

test~

2

}i!l!§~~g-f:!.~§.QE .Q£iJ~i-

and, on the basis of thei:r scores

were divided into pairs of classes with near-

comparable means and variances.

In additibn to their cus-

tomary English instructi.on, the experimental group classes
were given special instruction by their regular teachers
using the guides and worksheets developed for the study.
The classes in the control group continued their regular
program of English instruction.
Following the eight weeks of instru.'ction, the

9.Ei.:ti:.9_~-~.

G . Dev1ne,
.
"c~,rJ.. t.lea_.
' 1 rrlh·'
. 0a· 1.n
• . t•11e E
. .h. Cl·ass,
.L
J.n ln.n
. ng J.lS
E_gapo~LY. ~·01!-J..:~I!:.~.~~ 2.[ ;!!19}.!2~.0.:..9.!2, XXXIX (Nay, 1962), 359-365.

3°·r •

3 1 w. H. Burton, R. B. Kimball, and R. L. Wing, Education
fs>.I: ~ff.~.~!~~~-~ ,';PJ~~!l!C.2:!!.g (New York: Appleton-Century, Ciofts·;--·-1960;, pp. 74-122.
3 2 Good.win Watson and Edward N. Glaser, Watson-·Glaser
Critical Thinking Am.n·a:i.~Je:~l (Nevr Yo:ek: Ho.rco1ir·t"~·-·Erace··-and

\hii~Ia-;--··Inc·:··;·-··rgsl+) ~--···------·~-

.-
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ll
Thinking Appraisal was again administered to the cla.sses
of the control and experimental groupo.

The treatment of

this post-test data yielded the answers to the questions
constituting the dissertation problem.
IV.

ASSUMPTIONS AND

IJHTI'l~NriONB

The assumptions upon which this study was based
follow:

1.

A major aim of education is to produce per·sons
with a well--developed ability for judgment. 33

2.

Facility in recognizing and differentiating the
various kinds of statements is a desirable and.
necessar;y skill in a free, democratic society3LI.
since, as Kemp35 indicates, the quality of our
thinking will determine our existence as a free
people.
·

3.

The ability to distinguish between statements
of fact and st~gements ·of opinion is a skill that
can be taught.

4.

There are various kinds of facts and various kinds
of opinions and the ability to differentiate among

33R. T.. Fisher, "\{hat Knowled,ge is of the Greatest
Worth? 11 Edg~.§.J.1i~rt., LXXXIII (January, 1963), 30Lt--305.
3 +n:ml L. Dressel, "Critical Thinking," National Edu'
£~1:!:£32 !\.S~Q.£~.:£~12!.!. !I£}:l._r~:~1, XLI (October,

1955T;-zi:r8-:.:42o:-

35c. G. Kemp, "Improvement o.f Critical Thinking in
R.elation to Open-C1osed Belief Systems~" Journal of Experi!.JlQn::t..§.l ~£!:!£Q.!~..Q.3., XXXI (March, 1963) , 321=·323···:·-- --· ·----·-···-··-

36D ev1ne,
. · QE• £!_•,
.t
p. 363
. •
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them can be tau~ht.37

5.

Children will have varyin~ degr~es of facility
with regard to these skills and the development
of the skills wilJ. take place at different
rates. This can be noted and evaluated by
means of a test instrument.

6.

The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinkin~ Auprai.ual
wi 11--'5 e
pr:-op
:\~.E.~11.i [;tiri g ---Ir1 s trt1~n e i=i'F.. Tcr;··-The
purposes of this F>tudy. This test was suggested. by the f1a;j o:c Aclvi sor upon the recommendation of the Chairman of the Educational Psychology Department of ~he University.

7.

The cl~ssification of the kinds of facts and
the kinds of opinions (see definition of terms)
was based on the definitions of fact and opinion given by Webster's Third New International

er-e

··-a:·-

;;<

J!i-.9_y_1:..~~9.. ?..EY •:;

8.

s-·---------- -------- ----- -·-·--····---------··-·-·

Transfer of learning to other subject areas will
take place, but in what WRY and to what extent
will not be the concern of this study.

This investigation was also based upon certain limi-

tations which follow:
Limitations
1.

Those established by the selection of the specific critical thinking abilities that relate to
(1) the distinguishing between fact and opinion,
and (2) tbe differentiating among the various
kinds of facts and the various kinds of opinions.

2.

Those set by the inability to obtain truly comparable groups·for control and experimental purposes. The classes were divided on the basis
of their initial scores on the Watson-Glaser
.Q:ri ~-~.~l Tht9:.t:1:.!!8 A.P.J2.:£~.:1..:'?..§:1 intopairs--wi 7th._near-·
comparable means and variances.

37Burton, Kimball, and \ling, .212• EJ_~.,

38 Webster's

field'

fiffa:s-s:-·:~-c;·~··

pp.

71l-122.

'lihird New International .:Qi-..9.:~L22:~~S..Y. (Spring}'uhli L;h.ers l 1966).

ana··-(). --He"rj:"::Ca):;i--cro!npan~y;

l)

3.

Those created by the decision to have two periods
a week for eight weeks constitut~ the instructional period.

4·.

Those created by the quality and character of the
lesson units which were prepared by the investigator to facilitate and unify the instruction in
fact anrJ. opinion differentiation.

5.

Those set by the de~ree of ability of the researcher to brin~ about and maintain the desired
cooperation on the part of the participating
teachers.

6.

Those created by the teachers' ~se o£ the prepared guides as determi~ed by their backgrounds,
abilities~ and enthusiasm.

7•

Those affected by the attitudes of the pupils in
the experimental classes, their enthusiasm, and
their ouenness to inst~1ction in the selected
critical thinking abilities;
·

8.

Those resulting from the Hawthorne Effect in the
case of both the teachers and the pupils in the
experimental classes.

9.

Those set by the degree of reliability (.85) of
the evaluating instrument.
V.

DJla!'INITIONS OF TlGRlVIS UBII}D

The following definitions of terms will be used in
this stud;y:
1.

:;z9

Q~J.:i!2..§):. ~.Q;hr~~;l!.?:g:

"Thi.nking that proceeds on
the basis of careful evaluation of premises and
evidence and comes to conclusions as objectively
as possible through_the consideration of all
pertinent factors. 11 39

:J Carter V. Good, ed. , J~;hQ_th.?-~~EJ': 2J. ~.9:~!2..§:~2:2!"! (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p. 570.

2.

9...£E1J.§:;i;n Qr~:.~.t~:?-_J:. T.Q.~-~-~l~~g -~~}s~.12:.~~: ~.~he skill.s
that relate to the ability to de~ermine whether
a statement is a:ct expression of fact; or opinion.
and to decide what kind of a fact or what kind
•
. expreEsecl .
( E;ee _;)
L
. .
. .t)elng
7
o f an opl.nlon
lS
I·, 5 ,
and 6 foJ.lowing)

Fact:

A statement of: "(1) an occ.u.renc.c, Qual-·
or relation v-tb:Lch is rnanJ..fest in experience
or may be inferred with a high degree of certainty; (2) something which has been verified;
and ( 3) sometrlin!~'; perEoD<Jlly know:::1 thr.our:;h an
awarenBss of physical actuality or practical
experience. nLJ.o

ity·~·

4.

Kinds of Facts:

A statement determined to be a

fact"":"may be--Tl"irther classified i.nto one of the

following categories:

_:;.

a.

Something known to be a fact through one's
o·\vn experience.

b.

A statement accepted as a fact because it
was made by one whom most knowledgeable
people recognize as an authority.

c.

A sta.ternent rega.rd:Lng an historical fact.

d.

An historical tale that may or may not be
true.

e.

An untruth that some people tell or r8port
as being a fact.

2I:0.:.~~i.9_n:

"A sta.tement that is not demonstrable
as fact and refers to a view, judgment, or appraisal formed in the mind about a particular
m2.tter, including: ( 1) a notion or conviction
fou.nded on probable evidEmce; (2) a belief or
vlew based on interpretnticn of obEJerved facts
and experience; (3) something that is generally
accepted as factual; and (4) a formal expression
by an expert. 11 41

15
6.

E:1.P-~L'?. 9.f. .Qp~L_n.!9n§.!

A statement determined to be
an opinion may be further classified into one of
the following categories:

a.

An expert opinion - one with whi.ch very few
knowledgeable people would disagree.

b.

A respected opinj.on - one with which a few
knowledgeable people would disagree but with
which most knowledgeable people would agree.
(see (3) under "opinion")

c.

An accepted opinion - one with which many
agree but with which many would also disagree. (t:~ee (2) under "opin:Lon")

d.

A subjective opinion - one with which very
few people woU;ld ag:ree but one with which
knowledgeable people would recognize as being
of value to the one holding this opinion.
(e.g~ f1Jv1y Mother is the finest i.n the world.")

e.

A doubtful opinion - one with which very few
people would agree and with which all others
would disagree.

Teacher's Guides:

A set of fifteen lessons orefor the USe of the tea<::h·ers of the experimental classes. The guides related 'to the development of the selected critical
thinking abilities and contained suggestions for
lesson preparation, pupil motivation, instructional methodology, and pupil exercises. (see
Appendixes A and B)
pared~·'b;y·-t'fi'e"'-reseRrcher

8.

Instruction that is based
desip;ned for a de.fini te purpose and involvi.ng specific learnings for pupil
mastery.

9.

In~?.:~£Qg~§.;~- J.g:?t£~fti.Q£:

10.

Planned Instruction:

on·a-planned-pi~ogram

Instruction in a particular subject or skill that ari.ses spontaneously
out of the instructional experiences that were
planned to relate to a .dLffe:cent subject or to a
different skill.

I!!~.~l:Jig~:Q£~:

11

The available ability as measured by intelligence tests to use one's existing
knowledge to meet new situations and to solve
new problems, to learn, to foresee problems, to
use symbols and/or relationships, and to thj.nk.

16

abstractly. rt L~2 For the purpose of thi? st;udy,
the Ca_l.if.<2E.n.l.~ ~~§.!. 2K 0..£!.~~:.?.1. f:!~.~-~~~2:1.-.~~-;il-3 will
be used as the measuring instrument.
11.

1'ho abilj_ty to brim'; meaning
"to construct :tdea::3
of one:s own efper~ence.in response ~~ a

Reodino~

Abil.:i. ty:

11

t·o--·tEc'-pi~In{;-od~. . pagenlJ-'+ or
ou~

pr.lnted stunulus. 11 f:; In thJ.s study, rt:~a(j.lng
ability will be stated in terms of grade-level
scores as determined by the pupilsr scores on
the readint:.;; _section o:f the Califc,rnia
Achie··..reni en t Test • Lr()
..
_..... __, __ ........ ..
--···~ ----~-·-··~--~-~·-

12.

13.

.~

--~

Socio-economic Level:

The status in a particua combination of social and economic factors relating to income and
to social position considered as a singJ.e factor. L~7 li'or this study, tbe occupation of the
pupil's father will be used as the determinant
of this status. Warner48 indicates that the
socio-economic level of a family highly correlates (.91) with the father'~ occupation.

Iai~oclety--deri\i:ed··-fro'n

Gif\ni.fieant Difference: "A difference whose
pi:·oFi'l.l)Ilii~y ·oT-rts--occu.rrence through chance
alone is less than the designated si~nificance
level thus permitting the rejection of a null.

42 Ib. d

--2:__ • '

p • ll7L~ •

4 3w. W. Clark, E. T. Sullivan, and E. W. Tiegs, Oalif£EgJ~9. ~~~t ?i~ t!.~-~!.§1 t'l~~-YEJ:.tY (Sacramento: Ca.liforn.j_a..··---Test Bureau, 1959;.
4

L~Henry

P. Smith and ];'merald V. Dechant, -·--"--··---.......:._a.
Psycho] oa-y
.....

.~£ ~52~~g};!.~Qg B_e·9:9J)·_ng ( Ene;lewood CliffE>, N. J.• : Prentice-~

Hall, Inc., 1961 , p. 22.

L~ 6 w. ~v. Clark and Ji;~. W. Tiegs,

Test (Baci'c:unen to: California Test

California. Achievement

Bur-ea:u~--I95Sl"):·--·-·----~----·

'+? ~L~l?.§~ e~ ~fi T.h~Esl ~~~ Ig~~~rnc:~!l~.2!2~l J?i2.!~2n.~.~::;y: · P • 216 3·
I J • i.r:~ c>.·~r
e :r.-, i 1r.,I • rrl e E.:::.k e r . , an d K • .w
.,_,,.,.L ·'··' ·i o.•, , uC• o c lB.
•
,.. .1 •..,, -,
•. n
.-, _ 1.1
"· ,·;. ,_., 0
:~~~-~~£.?-..S::§; (Chi c.a.g o : Science He search ADs OC'.:i:;. t e s , -·I9T!~~)}, .... i)i)··:·-·
.1 ;;o_....ll-J
·-..-:1
1 .•
LJ.sl,!
v. •

.L.

l•.n

--·-·
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hypothesis. rr 49
14.

15.

Level of

Si~nificance:

The selected level of

si§fnificaiice- :ro:c-tF:CR" study is • 05.
!'!~~.~-~- £!Y.J2.Q~~!~£_§j:_§:

11

1

hypothesiB that ~~vo or
more treatments ar:e Rqnally effec:t:i.v2.")0 In
this study, the null hypothesis is that planned
instruction in ~he selec·bed critical thinking
ability and incidental instruction in thi.s
ability are equally. effective.
VI •

~ he

SlJlVllVI AH. Y

The first chapter of this report has giveu an intra-·
duction to the dissertation, stated the problem, specified
the signific:1nce of the study, outlined the assumptions
and ths limitations upon which the research is based, and
has defined the important termEJ used in the chapter and in
the report of the study.
Four additional chapters complete the remainder of
the study.

They are as follows: (1) Chapter II: Review

of the Literature Related to this Study; (2) Chapter III:

Description of the Design and Procedure of the Study; (3)
Chapter IV: Presentation of the Collected

Dat~

and its

Statistical Treatment; and (4) Chapter V: Conclusions
Based Upon the Investigation and Recommendations for Furthe:r.." Study.
L~9

Good, 2.£.

£~~.

277·

, p. 172.

CHA.l?I'ER II
HEVIEVJ OF THID IJEPIGHATURID RB;I.,ATED

~l:O

CL1HIS S'l1UDY

The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed
with regard to two major areas: (1) that which related
to the various attempts to arrive at an understanding of
the nature of critical thinking; and (2) the research
that has been conducted relating to the improvement of
critical thinking skills.

I.

THE NATUHE OJJ, CHI~-'ICAI, THINKING

The investigator Sound that there is often a vagusness in the literature concerning-what is actually meant
whe:n the term

11

cri tJcal thinking" is used..

f.luch terms

as "logical thinking, .. "reflective think.ing,tr
thl.nld.ng,

11

"cJ. ear thinking,"

rect thinkirig, 11

11

11

11

scientifie

autonomous think:L:ne;,"

judgmental thinking,"

11

11

cor--

straight think:Lng,"

and "rational thinking" are frequently used interchangeably and synonomously for critical thinking as defined in
Cl::tr:tpter I.

IJ~hir;

interchanging of terms arls.es _because of

the complexity and scope of the critical thinking process.
When a detailed study of critical thinking is attempted,
this comple:xi ty becomes apparent and the "book" def'i.nitions require further elaboration and precision.

Those

who have thought seriously about critic:J.l thinking have

19
made various attempts to arrive at more precise understandings of its nature.

These attempts at delineation

and definition reflect the point of view and emphasis
of the particular writer and seem to fall into three
major categories: (1) those whose opinions

equ~te

criti-

cal thinking with problem solving or reflective thinking; (2) those whose opinions reduce critical thinking
to a process of logical or rational analysis of some type;
and (3)

thos~

who see critical thinking as evaluation and

examination.

Those who view critical

thinkin~

akin to problem solving are in

as being

agree~ent

clos~ly

with John Dewey

and his classiri definition in which he stated:
Reflective thought consists of the active, perand careful consideration of any belief or
supposed form of knowledge in the light of the
grounds that support it and the further conclusions
to which it tends .1
·
si~tent,

Reflective thinking, in distinction from other
operations to which we apply the name of thought,
involves (1) a state of doubt, hesitation, perplexity, mental difficulty, in which thinking originates,
and (2) an act of searching, ~1nting, inquiring, to
find mat~rial that will resolve the doubt, settle
and dispose of the perplexity.2
l

John Dewey, !i2~ We
Company, 1933), p. 9.
2
Ih1sl·, P· 12.

T.!l~!.!!s

(BoEJton: D. C. Heath and

20
':J.lo

lmprf~ss

hl.s thinld ng unmistakably on those who

wan ted to develop this kind. of

thinkin[~

in

~young

people,

Dewey outlined his now-famous complete act of thought.
The five steps3 which intervene between the.prereflective
and the postreflective states are: (1) the felt

diffi-~

culty; (2) an intellectualization of the difficulty into
a problem to be solved; (3) the use of one suggestion or
another as a leading idea, or hypothesis, to in1.tiate observation and other operations.in the collection of factual material·; ('+) the mental elabo:cati.on of

·~he

idea

OJ~

supposition; and (5) testing the hypothesis by overt or
imaginative action.

Through the years, many other wrj.ters

in this area have followed this model.

For example, in.

dei"i:rdng critical thinking, Kemp 4 included such specific

abilities as the ability to define a problem, s.elect the
pertinent information, recognize stated and unstated assumptions, formulate and select rel0vant and promising
hypothesis, draw conclusions validly, end judge the
dity of inferences.

vaJ.i~

c::

Mason 7 said that criticism enters

3fb:i.d., p. 107.
4 c. G. Kemp, 11 Improvernent o.f Critical Thinking.in
Relation to Open--Closed Belief oystems," Journal of ExJ~QI'~!:JQ!l}'.9.:l !,E_q_ltc£~~.:.2Q., XXXI (lYlarch, 1963) ,-··-p:p·:·--3~1::)23-:t·

s.

Hasan, 11 1l~ssentials of Thinkinft 11 Baltimore
EdU£~~.th.2!l, XVII (January, 1939) , pp. 1 <;):.22:··--·-·---·--·-··7

21
into the realm of reasoning which he designated as probJ.em solving. Wellington 6 lists .i'ive. steps, quite sind.···
lar to Dewey's, that he considers necessary in critical
thinking.
In line

wt th

Dewey's

empha~>iB

on the "felt

di.ffi~

cv.lty" as the primary cause of thinking, 1.Vell:i..ngton7 i.n-dicates that "the arousal of anxiety is. the pre--requi~>ite
to critical thinking." Bartlett 8 defines thinking as e.
gap-filling process since first there is an awareness of

a gap,

th~n

comes interpolation, viewing evidence, and

closing the gap.

Suchman, 9 in his emphasis on inq~liry,

sees the .mvarr::ness of a difficulty leading to relevant

1.nqu:Lr;y? with e:t.'itli.cal thinking becoming an important part

. o:C this problem-· ooJ.ving process.

Referring to what

j:~J

. 11
.
Downlng
. lO ..J :t.st.s
· '
· ~o- •
t.o
essent. J.a
.. y pro bl em so 1 VJ.ng,
crJ.\.erl.a
be used as safeguards for this scientific or critical
think:ing.

c. B. Wellington~ Tea_£g}:n:g f~r .Q£1ti£Ql
( New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., l960J, p. 31
6

~!.f.j.n]{;];Qg

?Ibid., p. 116.
8
F. E. Bartlett, ~Q.~.P~in:g: f:.JJ. E~.12g!:i~P.:~a1 A!l2:
§o~.i~1. §~~£;y: (New York: Basic Books, 1958), p. 5.
9J. R. Suchman, "The Child and the Inquiry l)l..,ocess,"
I!~}Z_2.L!:.~c~~.l: D~y.§..J.:.2.E~.5~g.1: An_oth~~ I~?o~, A. Passow (eel.)
Z"VIa.Bhington D. C. : Association for Supervisj_on. and Curriculum Development, 1964), pp. 118-123.
.

ro.[.,
- ~•R
•

Downlng,
·

Sci en) tific 'l'hi11king,

1928 ' PP.

2LI-l-2L~3.

11

Th e E.emen·s
J
t anfi~ oafeguards
o
of
~h~ §Qj. en'!ii:fi..9. t~!.!.:thJ..:t, XII (Nay,
II

Two leading exponents of this point of view are
Hu1lf'if>h a.nd Bnd.th who 1 in their text,

~.r~g_: 1~~-~ t!§.:!-!l~Q.q 9.K ll)q~.£.QJ::;iE.>n
and critical thinking

11
j

!l~L.hg.£~j._y_g_ T.h~nl~··

use re.flecti ve thinking

interchane~eably·,

and

-~hink

of each

term arJ essent;Lally a problem---sol vi.ng process.
For those who think of critical thinking as problem
solving, there is a strong emphasis on the steps involved
in solving a problem, but critical thinking is not as
orderly, logicali and sequential as the formal steps im. 12
ply. Dewe;y.,. - himself warned that "two_ of them may tele-·
scope, some of them may be passed over hurriedly,

the

~nd

burden of reaching a conclusion may fall mainly on a

si~-

gle phase, which will then require a seemingly dispropor-tionatB development.

Also, critical thinking is not-sy-

nonomous with scientific thinking nor does it involve the
specific steps of scientific methodology.

-Many writers

disagree with this emphasis on critical thinking as pro-

'I'

f

i

I
f:

I
I
•I

f.

blem solving and insist that critical thinking is the
detection and

corr~ction

of errors in thought products

through the application of the test of logical or rational consistency.

,----------1
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This approach to the understandinE of the nature of
critical thinking emphasizes the tools-of

~ritical

think-

ing while recognizing the importanee of a rnili eu conclu."·cive to the use of these tools.

Haubrich 1 3 defined the
fact-~

pr:Lncir.>les of critical thought as "the rules -v;hieh

litate the detection and correction of errors in.various
types of a·rgurnen:tat:i.ve forms.

-

li

·

'II+

Similarly, Dressel-

and

Smith 15 used the terms critical thinking and logical
reasoning as synonomous.
described it as

11

In more specific terms, Smith 16

the .kind of thinking which is explicitly

concerned. ·v.Jith lr.mguage and logic_," v1hile without equating logic with for:rnal logic, Glicksberg 1 7 agreed with

Hyran~ 8 wben he sc:d.d:
Thinking is critical when it is essentially logi-_
cal •.• (and) logical thinking is no more than the
application of the rules of logic to factual data
to arrive at valid and true conclusions.

l3vernon Haubrich, 11 Some Problems i.n Critical Thinking," PJZ..QgE~s~_iy~ !;9-u.2a.t.:i2Q, XXXIV (March, 1957), p. 60.
ll!.

'Paul L. Dressel, "Critical Thinking, The Goal of
Education," National Education Association Journal, XLIV
( October , 1955 r;·. -:pp-; 4Ia~.::L~2 0 ~- ----·------··-- ---·----l5B. 0. Smith, 11 The Irnprovemen:t of Critical Think-·
ing, u !:EQE!'e~~tY.~ E4!::!:9_§t;b.Q£!, XXX. (March, 1953), pp. 129·-34.
16
Ibid. , p. 130.
-··--··-
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·· .
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·t; 111
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.
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1
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ryran,
per1men
Think~.ng i.n Children," !l.2~.ED:Q1 2.f. ElEP..~.E.t.TI!Q!?:~£1 ~-Q~£~:t1.Q£,
XXVI 1,\Vint;er, .195?), p. 126.

2LJ.

Piaget, 1 9

tb~ugh not referring specifically to the

term critical thinkihg, defined judgment in terms of

formal logic.

To him, rj_gorous deduction

~s

the only

1.1.cceptable reaBoni.ng ·) and unles:::; the child acquired the
:aoed for

demon~·>tration

and ve:c:i..fice:rLi.on, and is able to

internalize, reverse and coordinate the relatj.ons within
each other and within the whole structure, he doos not
reason.

Similarly, tTelinck20 rocog.ni:0e~1 the importance

of deductive reasoning in critical tbinking when he says
that "critical thinking is essentially a matter of interpreting facts, appJ.ying generaJ.izations and recognizing
errors in logic."
In defining the nature of evaluation, Guilford21
said· "the: beBt. eBtc>bJ..ished evaluation factor is that of
logical evaluation" v1hich he defined as "the ability to
judge the soundness of conclusions where logical cohsistencj is the criterion." Bloom 22 called this logical

l9 Je~n Pi age~~-'- ~u9:g~~££~ ~!1:9.: B.£~.~.2n.~~f\ !~ tg~ 2~2-.J:d
( New York. Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1328;, p. 159.
20 J. Jelinek, riLiterature and the Development of
Critical Thinking," Clearing House, XXX (r1ay, 1956),
p. 6 14-3.

21

.

.
Structure of Intellect, 11
~l?.;y_g_hoJ.:.215t£~J. ~:t?.:I.1:et:~§., LIII (July, 1956), p. 282.
J. P. Guilford,

"~-'he

evaluation faeto:e "~jud§'~ment based on int erna1 evidence."
2
Black 3 entitles hi~; book Q.?z.t!.i~~~-1~ ~:!}j._Ql5~~ng, and
then presents a text 6n logic.

He maintains that cri-

ticaJ thinld.ng is a certain kind of reaBoning that is
based on the art and science of logic.

The text contains

suggestions for the practice of this art and science in
the criticism of reasoning.

Similarly, Johnson

2LJ.

· con-

siders critical thi.nk:Lng as "the ttse of logical reasoning
and the avoidance of common fallacies in judgment,H while
Melzer 2 5 holds that critical thinking is the-application
of functional logic in statement assessment.
Iu an early study concerning- the possib:Lli ty of
teaching critical thinking in the high school, Glaser

26

j_:ne])J.dod-. in the term critical thinld.ng "(1) an attitude

of being disposed to consider in a thoughtful way the
problElms and the subjects that come within the range of
one's experience, (2) the knowledge of the methods of
logical inquiry and reasoning, and (3) some skill in
3.rviax Black~ .Qri ~_!g_s0~ 22!Jig_t;b,gg (New York: P:r•enticeHall, Inc., 1965;, pp. ~-10 •.
2

2

'~D. M. Johnson, ~.he R~Y..£b.£12f5Y.: Qf. ~!2m~g!},!! Qrld
!l1!9:glneg_t (New York: Harper a.nd Bros., 1955), p. L~9?.
2
5J. H. Melzer, "What is l!,unctional Logic?" Pea·R.Q~l .i!.£:!:!£!2:.§;1 2.£ E;:lu<;!a~i.s>!~' XXX (January, 1952), p:-8o.
26
E. M. Glaser, "An Experiment in the Develo·prnent
of Critical ~Chinking," ~2.~.2..£.£~.!s Q_ollef~ QQ.g~rl..2.~!~.2E~ ~.£
JJ!£.~~2.~ll2£ (New York: Columbia University Press, 19'+1),
PQ 6.
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applying these methocln. "

...?

brich, and Hcid.'::

More recently, It! allen,

Han-~

conducted a study "'ith rog9.rd. to some

curriculum modifications designed to foster critical
thinking, and by cr:J.tiGal thj.nking they meant; lithe use

of the ecrrect p:c:Lnciples of logie.l!
tr~ab a 28

,

·

empnas1~es

, ·
t ·
a more genera 1 app.L1ca·1on
o.·f

logical or rational consistency when she gives four tasks
that are required of those who would think critically and
arrive at

11

proo.f. 11

'J~hese

are: (1) lea:r·n to detect· as sump--

tions underlying a variety of arguments and learn to scrutin~ze

their validity and acceptabilj.ty; (2) learn to

ar~

praise the quality of evidence; (3) learn to recognize
the.~ole

of definitions and acquire skill in determining

the. correct tTJean.ir;.g of erucial terms and wordB; and ( L~)
learn to isolate and examine the structure o.f t;he

ax·gu-~

mentat:Lon i tsel.f and determine whether or not it .is logi--

This emphasis on the application of the standard of
logical or rational consistency is certainly an important
one and no thought product should be accepted that violates this standard.

However, a statement may be

corr~ct

2 7Norman Wallen., V. J:l~. Haubrich, and. I. :B]. Reid,

nThe Ou:tcornes of CurriclJ.lum Modifications Designed to
Foster Gr.itical Thinking, 11 Journal of Eclucati.onal Re§..~?..E£h, LVI (July-August, l%3J·~-··pp7"-531:=535:·--·. ·~·~·· ·~~·
.§E.~.J2,

(~ 8 Hilda Taba, ·"What Is Proof," IDducational r~eaderI (April, 191+4), p. 39LJ..

--·--·--~---···-·

----··-·--

with J.'egard to logic and yet, when viev;cd cr:i.tically,
found to be of little worth or value.

The final point

of view suggests that value judgments are an

part cf critical th]nldug.
define critical

thinkin~

rb.e write:r::J

1

~vho

inte~ral
strc;s~:;

tnif.i

as statement examination and

..

evaliw.tio~·

When an individual engages in critical thinking,
he does so on the basis of an awarenes:::> of a difficulty
or problem and generally proceeds in an orderly fashion,
as pointed out by those who identify critical thinking
, •.""'.; "t-'tl
,iJV
I,

Pl'(l.Dl("ffi
~.
·-

.

I

'!

o,o]~ "1/"J.l"lP' ~

,._:

•

-

(_")

He certainly does all this in a

r{'lclf30Tlable manner, applyinp; the test of fv.nct:Lonal logic.
to the object of his thought, as emphasized by those who
equate critical thj.nking with logical or rational consistency.

Hov;ever, there c:re many who select a differ-

ent emphasis and see criticAl thinkinf as the examination
and evaluation of an existing product of thought.
2
an d o ./.1
,, wr~:.:>-. 9

d..evo i ;e ..._r
•
\., ..J.e:tr

Burton

t··ex t ·, ~.!:...:~:LS':.2:.~},.2!!
Ed
t.
F
t..:!..:.Yi~
__Q!: ."r.>ff
.~:..;__ec....

tical thinking results when there is persistent effort to
to exe.wine the evidenee which supports any belief, solu2 9w. H. Burton, R. B. Kimball, and R. L. Wing, Edu£§:~.i.9.!l. ·!~2~ ~.fK~_c..:.:~.J.:Y.~. ~\1..-~D:}Sigz:r: (l'T<:•v: York: Appleton-Ceiitury
Crofts, 1960), pp. 2-4.

\
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tion, or conclusion which is suggested for acceptance,
together with the implications and further conclusions
of the evidence.

11

f1etcalf30 Buggests that critical
'j(l

thinking is statement assessment, arid Devine 7 ·
fJi:!~es

empha-

examination vJhen 1-:te identifieE: t;h:cee LTlportant

critical +jbink:i.ng abilities

as~

(1) the a.bi1ity to rec--

ognize inferences; (2) t.hc ability to d:Lstingui..:3h fact
and opinion; and (3) tho ability to recognize bias.
Smith3 2 says that this examination and evaluation
will result in the exposure of

beli~fs

evidence, an awareness of ambiguous
of bias,

contr~diction,

and much

not supported by

words~

mo~e.

expression

He defines cri-

tical thinking in terms of the operati6ns involved in
the examination and evaluation of statements which we,
or others may believe, i. e., the process of deciding
whother a statement is dependable or not, and to 11bat
degree.
The judgmental aspect of critical thinking was

30IJawrence E. Metcalf, "The Reflective Teacher, u
Phi 12~1~.9.. Ka£1?_£!!, XJ.JIV (October, 1962), pp.·17~21.
3l'l1 • G. Devine, "Critical Thinking in the English
Class," ;p!:.?.:b9§:.;y ~(~~!:'_!!~1~ o~ "1~2Y£~1?.i.2D.., XXXIX (!~lay, 1962) ,
PP• 359···365.
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"
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7,

C<.:\.lled "Gr:L ticeJ. m:i.nd.8dness !I by Frecclmo.n .../ and he de·fined critical thinking as "the abi :t.ity to jud.ge the
meJ:..,i t or quality of something, from an idea or method,
to a work of literature or an article of furn:Lt;ure ~
';!)l~

11

in h:Ls analysis of the thinking process,

Symonds,-

places critical thinking fou.rth in the hierarchy and
calls it judgment, while Reitz35 said that ''judgment

18

the most important form of the higher mental processes."
Continuing this emphasis on judgment, Dressel 7"E' says
that critical thinking is "that reasoning which results
in a valu.e judgment," and DeBoe:r_,3? suggests that the es-·

tablishment of the criteria for thj.s judgment of a state-

rnent or a product is one of the most important parts of
A fur·thcr emphasis on judgrnont is

cr:itfce.l thi.uk:ing.
7.8

given by Ennis,:;

when he states that the ba.s:Lc notion

of critical thinking is "the correct assessing of state-

33r o J!'reedman, "IJevelopin2; Crt tical Nindednes:.:;,"

.Q1~£!T~~.ti flpu.!se, XXXI (J!'ebru.ary, 1956), p. 101~ •

.3l~P.(M.

Th.i.!lk.,i:r~.fi

Symonds, ~~:£9~!!9.!! a~!g .'t)l!~. E.~l£.~?.J:~?.3~ .9..K
New York: McGrmr-Hi11, l 7.36 ~ pp. lt33-l ::/?.

'At:

:ovl. Reitz, 11 lligher Mental Processes, 11 ;§Q2.Y...5~12f'£..~?.:.§.
of Educational Research (New York: MacMillan Company·,

I95 cr;;·~·PP:

54o~~

55 t:-·----··-

-

36D.resse
~ ]...] , Q12•
.
. "..P•
Ql..:::.•,

37.J·. J. DeBoer,

'18 •

It
'"t·.

11

Teaehing Cri tj_cal Heading, 11 Ine@Qn't.§.JZ.:t f;g_gl_isb_ E~Y~.e·,~, XXIII (October, 19Ll6), p. 25I.

381::1:1.0·b er t.· J!,unls,
11 A C
11
-·~.,-, ·
'
l rnh'J.n k 1.ng,
·
oncep.t o.f C~r:L· t ·1.CEL
!i~~£Y..I:?:!.:.:.c1 A!£~~9_ati2.P.:. nJ;. g2Yi,.2,!::':s XXXII (Wintf~r, 1962), pp.
·

83, 84.
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mentn.

lh3 then 1iBts threJ.ve abilities whicb are UBed

11

in this assessment,

They are:

1..

Grasp:lng the meaning of a statement;.

2.

,Judging ·whether certain .ste.t:; em ent;s con trad.ic t
(~ach other.

3.

Judging whether there is ambigu1"ty ln a line o.f
reasoning.

4.

Judging whether a conclusion follows necessarily.

5.

J"udging whether a statement is sped.fic enough.

6.

Judging whether a statement iB actually the
application of a certain principle.

7.

Judging whether an observation iB reliabJ.e.

8.

. Judging whether an inductive conclusion is war-·
ranted.

9.

lTudging wltether the problem has been identified.•

:j_O.

J·uclging whether a statement of something is
really an assumption.

11.

Judging whethe:::- a definition is accurate and
adequate •.

12.

Judging whether a statement made by an alledged
authority i.s genuine and acceptable.

In his schema depicting the complete thinking process, Russell39 lists critical thinking between problem
solving and creative thinking.

For him, critical think-

ing implies appraisal in terms of some norm, standard,
or value.

Evaluation of information, according to

39David H. Russell)., .Q!;!tJ:S!-..?Z£!2~_§. ~h:i.:g!5:ing (Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1956 , pp. 10, 13.
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Ferrells

lj.Q

.

requires the testihg of all informat1onal

evidence for reliability, relevancy, sufficiency, and
interpretation.

Henderson.lJ-1 stresses rating according

to specific rules, when he says:
'J!he critical thinker evaluateE-3 .what he iE3 think···
ing about (the rating) by usins implicitly or explicitly certain rules (criteria). These rules
guide his observation and thought. He then rates
the object of his thought, and justifies his rating
by re.asons.
Summarizing, for those who see critical thinking
as examination and evaluation, Fawcett '·1-2- outlined seven
steps for the person who would engage in critical thinking.

He stated that the critical thinker will:
1.

Select the significant words and phrases in
a:n.y E.rt.r.dJ-:::nJent that is important to hfm and· ask
that th6y be carefully defined.

2.

Requi~e evidence in support of any conclusion
he is pressed to accept.

3. · Analyze that evidence and distinguish between
fact and opinion.

4.

Recognize the statements that involve stated
and/or unstated assumptions.

4

°F. H. Ferrell, "They Learn to Think for Themselves,"
XXVI (October, 191+8), p. 12.
41 K. B. Henderson, 11 Teaching of Critical Thinking,"
Phi- 12.~} t~ J~§J.>.P.~P., XXXIX (March, 1958) , p. 280.
J'J:.Q.E;£E5:.~iy~ Ef1~£§:.ti.c:_g,

L~2

H. P. ]'awcett, "The Nature o.f Proof," Thirteenth

J e~EQ9..2ks'

~5~i?.:..2!2~~~ 9.2~!l£t! Te££_££E~ 2.f IvJ~.t.Q~g:{+,~J~~· (N e\:;
York: Teachers College, Col~mbia University, 1738;, pp.

11' 12.
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5.

lh"v·nluate these assumptions,
and rejecting others.

6.

Evaluate the argument, accepting or

ac~cepting

some

rejec~ing

the conclusion.

7.

Constantly re-examine the assumptions which
are behind the writer's beliefs.

These seven steps, as well as the other viewpoints
Thinking as Exam·inHti.c'n m.1d liJvaluation," provide the emphasis and point
of vlew on wh.ich this study was based..
stru..:~tional

'Fhe devised in··

materials and teacher's guides (see Appen-·

dixea A and B) were developed with this emphasis in mind.
Critical thinking differs from problem solving,
Hhicb. is .:tni'tiH't:i.ng and producing a product;, and fx.•om
the application of formal logic to a product of thought.
Though critical thinking may certainly j.nclud.e some

as-~

pects of both problem solving and the tests for logical
consisteney, neither emphasis seems adequate when one
wants to define or describe critical thinking.

I!'or this

writer, critical thinking is the careful exam.:i.nation and.
evaluation of a product of thought.

This examination

and evaluation will result in a conscious judgment as
to v..rhether the statement is factual or not and also as
to its

im~ortance

or value.

The judgment

a~

to fact in-

volvea the application of the standard of rational consis tenc;y.

The value jud.gment involves preference, in·-

terest, or obligations based on ethical considerations.

\
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II.

RE.sJ~ARCH HEL~.'~/C1!:D

TO VAlUOUS

ASPISCTS

OF CRITICAL THINKING
~he

literature pertinent to this study revealed a

considerable amount o.f reser.n·ch tbat dealt ,Hith the
various aspects of critical thinking.

This research

relates to: (1) the development or improvement o.f the
critical thinking abilities; (2) the factors that affect
or relate to these abilities; and (3) ihe major studies
that have been conducted with regard to critical thinking and i·ts improvement.

Thore have

b~en

numerous studies relating to the

cleve1opment,of the critical thinking abilities.

The pre--

ponderance of these research findings support the premise
that critical thinking abilities can be developed or improvede
The research i.nclicates that j.f critical thj.nking
skills are to be improved, the instructional materials
and the teaching methodology must ·be closely

r~lated

to

the skills and abilities involved in critical thinking.
:B,or exetmplc,

.

~Pel chman,

'+3 hi surveying the literature on

4 3rJ. Teichman, 11 The Ability of Science Students to
Make ConcluBions," §c~_9.§. J2sl~9.a~};.,2.Q, XXVIII (!Vlay, 19L~4),
pp. 268-279<

critical thinking for his study, discovered that the
findings of some of the studies disputed the· importance
of specific emphasis on scientific method in teaching

procedures for the development of critical thi.nking.
This may well have been due to the fact that instruction
in the scientific method is too far removed from the

_abilities called for in
this point, Fawcett

l+l,t.

c~itical

thinking.

Relating to

suggested that a lack of signifi-

cant development in the critical thinking abil:i..ties might
be due to the mot;hods and materials used in the

tion.

instruc~·

He found in a controlled teaching experiment that

the usual formal course in demonstrative geometry did nobimprove tbe :eeflective ifhinking a,bn.i ty of the pupils.
To

d~veJ.op

critical thinking-through geometry instruction,

he suggested fami.liarizing students with the nature of
proof as a method ~f thought.

Similarly, Ulmer 4 5 tried

in e. controlled study to ft:nd out whether teaching

geon)~··

etry under normal conditions would culminate in reflec'-tive thinking.

He concluded that:

The results indicate that .even ~hat is commonly
regarded as superior geometry teaching-has little
LJ-.4

H. P. ]'awcett,

?rp_gf:~Ssiy__£ ~d~.£Q~l£ll,

11

-

Curricula Value of the Future, 11
XXXIII (tTanuary, 1956), pp. l-lj4.

5G. U.lmer, '~Teaching Geometry to Cultivate Reflect:ive Thinking- 11 Joui'11a1 of JiJ<;I)._<:)ri_rg_en_t_~_l. Ed___'-!2.?_-_t.·j_ _ Qg, VIII
(Fall, ·1939) ~ 'p. -~2"5'";--·- -- - · -- -·
----- --4
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effect upon pupils' behavior in the direction of
reflective thinking unless definite provisions
are made to study the methods of thinking as an
important end in itself.
The following studies tised specially prepared
teaching materials

~nd

all found significant improvement

in the criti.cal thinking abilj_ty of the pupils in the
experimental groups.

Blair and Goodson,

of their investigation with

group~

L}-6

as a result

of ninth grade pupils,

found a significant gain in critical thinking ability
following a period of instruction using special learning
exercises.

They concluded:

••• the_ study of- general science does not, in and
of itself, make a unique contribution to the development o.f the s'cient::tfie attitude on t.he part of the
ninth grade pupils. Marked improvement in scientific thinking~- however, is secured through the general science course when special attention'is given
to obtaining this outcome and wheb special learning
exercises of the type described in this paper are
utilizeq,
HyranLt-7 conducted a controlled experiment in which
the experimental groups were given instruction that emphasized the principles of logic as the learning content.
He found significant difference in the mean achievement
Ll-6

G. M. Blair, and M •. R. Gooclson, "Development of
Scientific 2-'hinkj.ng Through- General Science 9 " School
g£Y..b2..!~' XINII (November, 1939), p. 701.
-···--··47G. M. Hyran, "An Experiment in Developing Critical Thinking in Children~" ·J·ournal of li;x:perimental Edu.£§ t;iQ_I!, XXVI (\'lj_nt er, 195? )~--p~:--Ijo-:- --"-..·----·N~--·---··-- ··-·---

of the control and experimental groups in final reasoning abi1ity and so concluded th.'3t

11

upper g:cade pupils

can be taught to think critically."
It has also been determined that criticn.l thinking
abiJities can be developed at the elementary school level.
As a renult oJ testing the abili."ty.to use data in the
.fifth and sixth grades, Arnold 48 concluded that:
·-

Crj.tical thinking can be taught in the elementary school whenever time is takert to give adequate
consideration to our purposes rind procedures.
Saadeh's l~9 experiment with fifth and sixth grade pupils
beaT·s this out, while Grener and Ratbs

50

.

reported a sig·-

n:i..fJ.cant: cU:fferenG e in the thinking of third grade chi:ld···ren in one semester as a result of special experiences
planned by the investigators to develop this ability.
Jewett5 1 found, that after training high school students to detect an4 analyze

pro~aganda,

that significant

48 n. L. Arnold, "~L'es-ting Ability to Use Data in the
Ji'ifth(and Sixth Grad(~s," E(1:!:!.0a'l2Jog E.~fl-~£!.9.£ J2~JJe!.J-_g,
XVII February, 1938), p. ?8.

L~9I. Q. Saadeh, "An ].,valuation of the ~ffectiveness
of Teaching for Critical Thinking in the Fifth and Sixth
Grades," (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University
of Cell.fornia, Berkeley, 1962), pp. 185-·195.
5°Norma Grcner, and L. E. Raths, ~Thinking in Grade
Three," Educational Research Bulletin, XXIV (January,
19Lt5) , pp • ·38--4-2 ~
.

51A. J-ewett, "Detecting and Analyzing Propa.ganda, ·u

~Ei:li.~l! :2:.2llE:£~?-J~,

XXIX (February, 191W), pp. 105-115.

I
7,
J

improvements were made on a generalization test.
fj

'7

His

ndtngs were confirmed b;y Fu:r.·st5 2 who found that r::~.ll.

the critical thinking abilities in his devised test were

amenable to instruction.

These were: speciali.zed know-

ledge, habitual approach to problems, judging
evidonce~
t.:

,·and application of principles.

v~lidity

Ltke\llise.1

of

Hen·~

:s

derson--'"' found that the planned teaching of tlle techniq1.:tes

of criticism and the principles of logic significantly improved a hi[J;h school stude'nt 1 s cri t:Lcal thinking ability.

To summarize the above, it can be said assuredly
t.lwt there is resec!.:I:ch evidence substc.mt:i.atj_np.; thE-} pre-·

mis'e "Lh-3.t the critieal thinking. ab:Lli tier-; of students:
be developed.

c~m

The research indicates that (1) critical

thin:kh1R; must; be taught specifically tf significant improvement is to take place, and (2) improvement occurs

most readily when instructional materials and procedures
are designed and used for this purpose.

As researchers have attempted to i:nprove thE: crit:Lco.l

52 1~.
-..,

J. • -r.,
.
B e ·t Heen T es~,s
.....
L'ur.s t , "R e.·1 a. t.
,1ons'1np
o f -Jn·tellig;Emce and Tests of Critical Thinking and. of Knowledge,
Journal of Educational Research, XLIII (April, 1950), pp.

6~ll+='625. ·--~

--··---·-------·- -----------·

-

531'.
\, B. Henderson, "Teaching of Critical Thi.nki.ng,"

1)bi .Q£);:t~ !~~2P..~!, XXXIX (March, 195d)

1

pp. 280-282.
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thinking skil.ls of pupils, they have noted the presence
of certain factors that may affect critical thinking
ablli ty.

I'ertinent to this study, was a c;·onsideration

of the relation between critical thinking ability and
each of the fautors of intelligence, reading level, sex,
and soc:i..o-economic. level.

Substantial rer:;earch h.cJ.S been

done in each of these areas •
.Qr:~!.i:.92_1: ~~h.i.r~JiiDE !~l?:9: lrLt§11~J:~~!~.9..9.

It is apparent that there would be a similarity

be~

tween the ability to think critic8.lly and the ability to
think a ~3 rneA::mred. by tl1e standard intel1igenc e tests.
~Phe

foJlov;'ing resea:rch stud.ies indicate thn.t there is a

relationship between the two sets of abilities, but the
are divided as to how closely they

are related.
Though not dealing specifically with critical

think~

ing ab:i1i ties, Gibson and l\1cGarvey, 54 in their survey of

the literature on the nature of the thought process,
coneluded:
All (studies) report tbat there is some x:elation·ship between the mental age and achievement. The
correlations of achievement with mental age range
from .2? to .1.~2.
Conc~rning

himself with some correlates of critical

5LJ.

Eleanor Gj_bs-on and Hilda HcGarvey, "E,'xperimental
1
~C>Xt~Vdi~s of '1~h ougl)1t and Heasoning, ' .P~L<?.b.21.2.::1Y ~~!~J:~~-L!l.?.,

.. · 1

9

lJune, l 37 , pp. 327-350.

39
thinking abili.ties, Hendrickson 55 found a correlation of
.63 between 1. Q. and his test of critical thinking.
Alsoj Roslow 56 found multiple correlations of .32 t9
.81 between a battery of rational learning problems and

various intelligence tests.
In measuring the relationship between the ability
to detect propaganda after instruction,. and I. Q.,
Jewett57 us~d a controlled experiment of high school
pupils matched as to I. Q._, reading ability, grade level,
and initial scores op four tests to detect and analyze
propaganda.

After giving two units

ganda.an~lysis

~nd

work on propa-

to the experimental group, he found a

correlation of .17 between
teet

o~

-r. Q.

.analyze propaganda.

and the ability to de-

. a similar·
Osborn, 5B 1n

study, reported that I. Q. was es_sential for critical
thinking.

The results of his study also

s~owed

that an·

intelligent person might be highly susceptible to

p~opa-

ganda influences.
c· r.::

:::>:::>D. Hendrickson, "Some Correlates of Abilities in
Cri tica1 'l1hinking in J:!'ifth Grade Ohi.ldren, 11 (unpublished

Doctoral dissertation,. University of California, Berkeley, 1960), p. 46.
.

56s. A. Roslow, "A Statistical Analysis of Rational
I(1earning Pro)blems," Q:.Q~:!En.~J. 2.-f. Qgf!~.~i2. I.:.?!X£!29..1.2E.l, XINIII
June, 1936 , pp. 441-467.

57 J e~1ett, Ql2. .£J~J1· , · p. 115.
58 w. W•. Osborn, 11 Teaching Resistance to Propaganda,"
~-~~!:LE~l. S:.f ;g;xQ.~_£jm~l.~!.?.!:l §.£~c?.~~:.2!.!' VIII (January, 1939),
pp. 16' 17.

.. c ,_ 1 ,::,r•t'L'dJ'eco
___ - "", "[~J''le,r·l-.
v
I.n gen e:ol~ a .}-lzat··l'()f
~

L

.~:.

t8.11d

ported correlations of .86 to .94 between

c::9

re~~

Le.r,1bcrt 7
va~ious

cri-

teria of generalizing and intelligence, while Long and
. 60

Welch,

in inveGtigatinp; the influence of levelB of

a.bstractnens on reasoning abi.1i.t;y, found the correlation
betweEm mental age and diseovoring ·the

principle~

to be

-.52, but if the chronological age factor was partialled
out, the

~celation ship

went down to .23._

Other studies :ceported low correlations between I.
Q. and critical thinking abilities.· Edwards 61 found low
correlations between his critical thinking tests and
general intelligence ranging from .00 to .06, and
. . 62 .f.rom··t; h e resu.1 t so f h 1s
.
t
1ng,
inp;.~

t

es~

Down~

.
t 1. f 1c
.
t -h lnK. .
on sc1en

concluded that the I. Q. was something quite dif-

ferent from the abilities that he tested.

Researching

the 'ability of tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade
dents to recognize

fallaci~s,

stu-

it was found that this

59 P.

H. }~vert, and J. F. J.Jarnbert, "The JI:ffect of
Verbal InGtructions Upon the Formation of a Concept,"
~Q"!:!£!!5!J.:. Qf QeiJQ.tl£ f_~;:[_£QQlO.g;z, VI -(June, 1932)_, P• LH3.
60
L. Long, and L. Welch, "Reasoning Ability in
Young Children," ,Journal of PsvcholotTv, XIII (January.
191+2) ' p • 58 •
--··--- ·--. ~-rJ...:----~IL
'

61 T.

Bentley :E:dwards, "Measurement of Some Aspects
oVf _ Cr i t(- ~:a~ ~hinl\:~;n~)-;," !!2}!f-!.l~::l of: ;§3.2Qrim_~n~?.J;; Eq~!_<?_g_ ti o~1, .
X I 1 1 opr1ng, 1 70 , p. 271.

9

62
E. F. Downine;, "Some Results of a Test on Scientific Thinking," §..s:J.:~.nc.~. IGd];!Q§~.t.2}l, XX (March, 1936) , p. 127.

i

r
i

I
I!

I
tl

L~ 1.

ability did not depend. on mental age, according to Mil.
•
t·lga
. t ·lng
.
,_ 1lnves
\i!W
a b J.. 1 J_. t;y
Al so, ..1:--) e t orson, f.)J.~. ln
to generalize a principle, found that there was no relationship between intelligence and the ability to generAlize if the

level was held constant.

~rade

The abovo research suggests that although general
intelligence as expressed by the I. Q. is something quite
different from the ability to reason logically and to
think critic ally, it is related positively to it.

How·"'

ever, there is no agreement on the degree of the relationsh~_p.

Some studies give a very

still otherB give

c.:t

lo'~v

r.elationship while

rather high correlai;ion •

.QEiti c ~}~ ~l}ln~l-.!2£ !J:.rJ.cl E.e a Q;l;n.G ~J.l.ttY.
· 'l'h:i.nk:i.ng ab.il.i ty and reading ability have long been
thought qf as being closely related to one another.

As

early as 191~, Thorndike 6 5 beli~ved that reading was a
thinking and reasoning process.

The importance of the

thinking and reasoning process in reading was also empha6 3E:. H. Miller,

11

A Study of Difficulty Levels of

Selected Types of Fallacies in Reasoning and Their Relationships to the Factors of Sex, Grade J.Jevel,. Jvlental
Age and Scholastic Standing," Journal of Educational
Ji~~Q§.~gb, XIJIX (October, 1955 )~- p :-·228, -229:-·----·----

6L~G. M. Peterson, "An J.t..'mpirical Study of the Abil···
to G]er1~ ra)l:lze, 11 !]"_~Y,I-'11~1 2f _g~~!i£ ~-~Y-.9.Q.£!2_g:Y.~ VI
fJarch, .. 32 , p. ·113.

9

~(· ~y

L Th o:r,,Yl d.l. k e, II R eac1lng
.
.
as~ R. easonlng,
2.f Jj!~g_ga_~~.2E§..l f.§Y.Q}}Qlog;:z:, VIII (April, 1917),
6 5E

•

·

•

L

II

J' ourna.1

p:-···232.--

LJ2

sized by Dewey. 66

Stauffer 6? borrowed a definition of

thinking nnd gave an· analogical definition of reading
wher: he r;ai.d:
•.. J.ike thinking, rcadint involves a sequence of
ideaD thc:d; moves from a begi.nninr_; throu12;h a pattern
of relations to a conclusion.
Jl:mpb.as:Lzing the critical espoct of thinking, Kot·tJmoyer68 and Anderson 6 9 used the term critical reading,
and agreed with KopeJ?O tiha t good· reading abili.ty encom·passes the pbwer to think critically.

Glaser~7l in.his study of critical thinking in the
twelfth grade, found a correlation of .77 between the
Watson-Glaser test of critical· thinking and the scores
on the Martin read.ing comprehenBion tests be:fo":ce the
66

John Dev1ey, Ct2P~!!r,uc_t:i.:.Q!?-. 9.!2£ 2£:i!!.ic?:· sm. (N13w York: University Press, 1930), pp. 13-18.

Columbi~

6 7R. G. Stauffer, 11 A Directed Reading-Thinking
Plah," ~.£~a~iog, LXII (May, ;1.9.59), p. 532.
68w. Kottmeyer, "Classroom Activities in Critical
Reading," §cqQo~ BQYi§:~Y.' LII (November, 19L~4), p. 2L~2.
6 9n. R. Anderson, F. G. Marcham, and S. B. Dunn,
"An bxperiment in Teaching Certain Skills of Critical
T(hinking, 11 ~l!E..Il~1 Q:f ~<!!2£!ol.t_];;Qg§.l R~. §~fl.£2..£, XXXVIII
March, 1944;, pp. 241, 242.
·

.. 7°n.

Kopel,

Semantics and the Teaching of Heading,"
~Qll_Q.?...~t~~l2.9:.1 !"Jei:ir~.2q§_, XXI (March, 19'~2 ), p~ 273.
11

7 1E. M. Glaser, "An Experiment in the Development
of Critical Thinking," Te_ac.Q_§}Z.@. .Q£11.~~ .Q_~n tEL9_~~:ti2I!....l.?.
~Q !.!]clug_§:.EL9.!!:. ()Nm'l York: Teachers College, Columbia University, l.C)L~l , p. 83.

Lj.L~

iru~tructional

period.

He alBo found that after

tion the relationship increased to .82.
ured the relationship

betw~en

instru(~--

C'
'
72 meas-·
oocnor

critical reading and gen-

eral l:'eading ab:U:i.t;y of intermec1iate grade pupiL;; and
found a correlatj_on of .64.

In a study of the transfer
effects of training in logical thinking, Salisbury'?A~

.found that the -training produced significant improvement
in reading ability.
A study of the relationship between reading and

critical thinking in the fifth grad€ was done by Hendrickson.7'+

He found the relationships between critical think-

in.g and reading

~ocabulary,

reading comprehEmsion) and·

reading total to be .60, .68, and .69 respectively.
Contrary to the above findings, Gan.s '75· tested the
ability of intermediate grade pupils in differentiating
between relevant apd irrelevant-material in the solution
of problems.

She found a riorrelation of -.11 between the

scores of fi.nding relevant information to the solution
of a problem end the scores of general reading.

In a

72 E. E. Sochor, ".Nature of Critical Readi~g," Elernen-·
tQ;r.:;y lfigglis[l, XXXVI (J-anuary, 1959), pp. 4-7--50..
-------·73R. Salisbury, "A Study of the Transfer Effects of
Training in Logical Orp;aniza tion," Journal of
XXVIII (April, 193'+), p. 25Lr:n-·--

,R~.Q~E.£.Q,
7L~

.

lf£~~!.to~~l

Hendrickson, 2.12· £i~·, p. 3'-~.
75-Homa Gans, "A Study.of the Critical Comprehension
in the Intermediate Grades," Teacher College Contribution
to A!.sl~.2~!Lon. (New York: ColumbiaTfniv-ersity·-··Pres·s-;···T9i+oT·-

similar vein, Dickinson and Tylor7 6 also found a very
low positive correlation between the ability to generalize and reading level in the second grade·.

rl

Alpern 7 '

In testing the ability of high school

confirmed this.

students to test hypothe::ds, he found a low correlation

becwee:n the ability and :r·eading (. 37) when intelligence
and age were partialled out.

In a similar experiment,

~eichman7 8 found a correlation of-.~1 between the

abil-

ity to improve one's skill in making_conclusions and
reading ability.
Although. there is substantial agreement among those
who express their opinions about the high relationshi.p
.

.

between critical thinking and reading ability, an analysis of tho research evidence does not support this.

In

fact, those who have conducted the research have found
a very

~igh

neg~tive

correlation (.82) on the one hand,

and~

correJ.ation (-.11) on the other extreme, while

additional studies resulted in correlations between the
two extremes.

This would indicate that the unanimity

76 A. E. Dickenson, .and F. T. Tyler, "Experimental
Study of the

Ability of Grade II Pupils, 11
~.2.:!:!EP:~;J. of ~£l~9.ft~ i 0!2.?- 1 r_?.;t£11 O..J:.£8l , XXXV ( October , 194L~) ,
P.

Genert~lizing

L~~~-o.

77M. L. Alpern, "The Ability to 'l'est Hypotheses,"
.§2.i£rt££ EJ£Y:.9~~i2Q, XXX (October, 1946), p. 228. -

7BmJ. e 1.· c hman
· , .£1?. • £!..>
"t , p • 278 •

LJ.G
'
c 1 o ..r :ie.} y ]1"
.. n k~LY~
. Jb
Of opJ'..n:Lon

ability with the

r~~d1'na
t;;,, - o

abilj_ty to think critically is not supported by the research.

The research is inconclusive as to the relation-

between reading abi.lity and critical thinking abi.lity.
Gri tical 1'hinkinP: and Sex

..,..._, _ _ _ _ _ __.,.. . . . . _ _ _ . , . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¥ . . . . . . . ~ . . -·. . . . . . . . . "

..................... ~
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Res
.. •. 'e""rcJ::ers
o.
l _, - • '
\
c•>J"'O
~
.1..

.

0

'" . . . . _,

'

hr.:tVe pOSe'd the n_ues'.t

tion as to whether the obvious factor of sex has any
bearing on a student's ability to

tbir~t

critj.cally.

At-

temps have been made to answer this question.
In a test of fallacies in reasoning, Miller79 reported that the ability to recognize fallacies did_ not
depend on sex. Likewise, Burt 80 found, as a result of
using his reasoning tests with
·
'i'''J.carrt
. no BJ.gn.1.

boys and. girls..

a·.li~r·.. erence 1n
·
.

Alpern

81

children~

that there was

· a.b'l't
rea.sorn.ng
:L .J. y b e t ween

reports that the factor of sex,

in his experiment for testing the ability

~est

hypothe- ·

ses, was insignificant when the two-groups of boys And
girls were equivalent in intelli,genc.e and in reading
ability.

These findings were also confirmed in testing
critical thinking in general science by Edwards 82 who

79Miller, 2..R• .9.:.t.~·, p. 228.
80 c . .Burt, "J~xperirnental ~'ests of the Higher f'-'lental
Processes and Tf.ieir Relation to General Intell:i.gence,"
~~2_g_E:D.?.:1 2f JP.~~P..£:Ci_~el1:ta.l ~.£9.:..~328Y.:, I (March, 1911) , p. 110.
81 AJ.pern, Ol<· _£it., p. 227.
82 E "

' a war d s , QQ •

.

t
£~-

. , p • 1·1.3 .

Ll-7

reported, " ... it may come

ar:~

a surprise to many, that

girls are as good, or as bad, at logical analysh3 as
boys.

11

Glaser8 3 summarized the studies concerning the relation

betwee~

sex and reasoning which were found largo-

ly through analysis of the separate tasks of intelligence

tests~

saying:

'l'-hc results of these analyses indicate that girls
and. women are superior in linguistic abilities and
verbal expressj.on, whereas boys and men are Empe_rior
in mathematical, mechanical, scientific, and problem
solvin~ activities.
Some studies indicate that the
differences may be culturally conditioned, since
these abilities can be altered ~y training.
In .hiB own study of critical thinking abilities, however,
he found that the facior'oi sex did not distinguish the
t''ti:J
cr
per c.ent in the experimental group from the bot-

4

~;op

tom 27 per cent.

As a result of a controlled teaching

experiment in the fourth, fifth, and sixth-gradeB, Maw84
fo1u1d no significant difference

b~t~een

the boys and the

girls on her critical thinking test.
8
Sm1't'1
t 11 e d exper1men·
·
t regar d'
·
' 5 d1'd a con-ro
.1ng cr1-

83 Glaser,
.
.£12• cit., p. 36o
84

Ethel Maw, "An Experiment in Teaching Critical
~:ehinld.ng i.n the Intermediate Grades~" (unpublished Doc·toral dissertation, University of .Pennsylvania, 1959),
p. 95, 96.
.
B5Paul Smith, Jr., ,Critical 'l hinking and the
§3_ ci.:_~~.£.£ Il}:!2§.;}.l£~J:."2l.£.~," Sc:..i£Q£~ ~SlUQQt:h2£, XLVII (October,
1

1 9b 3 1 ,
1

p • 4-0 7•

48

tical thinking and the science intangibles and found evidence contrary to the above findings.

He reports that

"boys made significantly bj.gher scores than did the girls
in their abi1 it;y to think cri.tie.:111;y. ~~ .Also) F'oterson 86
founcl

~

as a result of an experiment with the EJbili ty of

elementary and r::;econda.ry students to generalize 1 that
there was a slight difference favoring the boys.

He

stated that "t:bese dj_fferences cannot be accounted for in

terms of age or intelligence

difference~-:;."

Confirrriing

these results with tests of causal relations, McAndrew87
found that boys received higher scores than girls.
"" Contrary to the studies indicating a difference fa-

vori~ij~ the boys, Hendrickson 88 reported a difference at
the,two per cent level favoring the girls on his test of
critical thinking.
A review of the researeh findings indicates that
there is no agreement on the relationsh5.p of sox and critical thi:nld.ng abiLL ty.

Cle.arly, the disparity in the

research results leaves the question as to the relationship between sex and critical thinking ability unanswered.

86

Peterson, .9.£·

sr-

Qi!·

~

p. 113.

1r1. B. McAndrew, "An Experimental Investigation of
Young Children's Ideas of Causs.lity, 11 §tu£i.§E.. .l:C: P~.££2.···
1:.2.8.Y. -~~:£2~ P~y_9_Q}.QJ:EY.:, VI (Febrtw.ry, 1943), . p. 63.
Q
.
B'-h:r-·
--. ··J.coon,
r. enc1Il<__,
Cl

.9.I:L~ ?.:..9~?)~ T l}i n "Kj~~g .?..9:9: §Q.~J-:..2=§..~.0..~.9..!!2~..9. L:.~~Y.C:..l

The relationshj_p between criti.cal thinking ability
and the socio-economic level of the pupil has not been
widely researched.

However, this factor's effect on cri-

tica1 thinking ability has been jncluded in some of the
studies.
As part of his investigation, Hendrickson 8 9 studied
the significance of socio-economic status, as measured
by

occ~pational

groupings, on critirial thinking ability.

He divided th(j occupations of the f-athers of the pupils
in his study into four categories: professional, managerial, clerical, and labor.

He

tested.~or

significant

differences among _the critical thinking abilities of the
pup:i.is in the four categories.

Although he found no sig-·

nificant differences among the abilities of the children
in.the first three_categories, he did find that they all
were significantly

superio~

to the labor group category.

Gla~-er9° reported findings that were similar:
A slight tendency was found for those pupils
from homes with a higher rating on socio-economic
status to do better on tbe critical th~.nking tests
than the pupils from homes with lower socio-economic
status.
McAnclrew9l found a ver-y low correlation between the
89

..

IbJ.d.' pp.

_l~3,

L~L~.

9°Gl
·
·t
· aser,
.Ql2• · £.~~·,
p. 1~o
:; •
9lfJicAndrew,

01).

£ i ~. , pp. 64-66.
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quantified scores on her test of causal relations and
the socio-economic status as measured by occupational
gro~pings, while Burt9 2 found that:
••. children of superior social status tend to be
superior in their performance of the higher or more
complex tests, while the children_of less cultured
parents occasionally excell in simpler tests.
These studies point to the fact that children from
homes with a higher rating with regard to socio-economic
status evidence a superior ability to think critically
when compared with the pupils from homes with low soc.ioeconomic status.
the

supl~rioJ:.~

But these findings may well be due to

verbal proficiency of the higher soci.o-

economi-c levels.

The experimental studies related to the improvement
of the eritical thinking skills revealed great similarity
in design and procedure.

Control and experimental groups

were matched on the basis of one or more variables,
ally by means of a pre-test.
followed in which prepared

usu~·

An instructional period

material~

critical thinking' ability were used.

designed to enhance
Finally,- one or

more post-tests were administered and statistical analysis
was then used to determine whether a significant amount
of pupil improvement had taken place.

____..,.....__ ...____.

_

_.. ......

92Burt,

___
QQ• cit., p. 106.

The major variation

51
in the research studies was in the specific critical
thinking skills that were selected for improvement and
the instructional material.s that were designed and used
for this purpose.
The prototype for research studies relating to the
improvement of critical thinking skills is that of
q-·

Glaser'' who, in 1940, designed a study· in which eight
twelfth grade English classes were given eight instructional units that dealt with the same emphases that were
to be tested- in the five sections of the
2!l:.:t:h2.~1. ~I~bJ:~!ll~;h[l;g ~:P.JlE~:i.:..§£~1.·

)iQ:]2§.Q:£-Q.:h~§.Q2::

He repqr-t ed that:

The average gain (in composite Z-scores) on the
battery of critical thinking tests of the four experimental class~s was significantly greater than
the average gain of the -four control groups .•• T~e
improvement in ability to think critically appears
to be somewhat general in character .•• The aspect
of critical thinking which appears most susceptible
to general improvement is the attitude of being
disposed to consider in a thoughtful way the problem
and subjects tha.t come within the range of one.' s
experience. An attitude of wanting evidence for
beliefs is most subject to g~neral transfer.
In 1959, Herber9 4 conducted a similar study with
students in grades ten, eleven, and twelve in which instruction was given in three of the five areas tested by

97,
::>Glaser; ·2..P.· .£J.t., pp. 173-175.
9'+Harold Herber, "An Inquiry into the Effect of
Instruction in Critical Thinking upon Students in Grades
Ten, Eleven, and Twelve,u (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1959)

the

0

\Vatson--Glaser" (interpretat-ion, recognition of as---

sumption~

fifth

and evaluation of argument) and the fourth and

sub~-tcsts

on inference and deduction were used to

determine if there would be a transfer of training in
the critical thinking skills in which instruction was
given.

The results of the study confirmed the fact that

the ability· to think cri ticall;y can be irnprov ed.
instruction in the skills of
o~

inte~pretation,

However,

recognition

assumption, and evaluation of argument did not bring

about a significant improvement in the pupils ability to
perform on the sub-tests dealing with inference and deduction.
·At the elementary school level, Maw95 -conducted a
cm1,tr<;:>llcd, E\tudy of the teaching of critical thinldng,
and devised a test for her investigation that was to measure three abilities: inference,·deduction, and interpretation.

She prepared exercises to be used in the teach-

ing of these critical thinking skills with the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades of the experimental group.
paring the final means of the

exp~rimental

Com-

and control

groups, she found a significant difference favoring the
experimental group in all grades.

From this she conclu-

ded that the lessons resulted in the improvement of the

53
critical thinking skills required by her critical thinking test.

The fact that Maw found a significant degree

of growth on the part of the pupils in the experimental
group should not be surprising since she designed both
the tent ancl the instr-uctj_onal materials in sucb. a mann ,,v.L... that they were closely related to one another.

In·-

struction and practice in the skill should manifest itself on a test that relates directly to this particular
skill.
Saadeh,9 6 working with fifth and sixth-graders, conducted a·study in which teacher's guides were developed
that dealt with instruction in logical analysis and with
the understandings of the techniques of inquiry for

eva1·~

uatJ.ng and guiding .·.thought product::.; in everyday expe:ei-..
ences.

Like Mrui, he developed his own evaluating in-

strument to be used following the instructional period.
After four weeks of instruction, the pupils in the fifteen experimental classes were judged to have made significantly greater gains than the control classes.

The

scope and depth of this experimental study are noteworthy
and Saadeh's research study should be examined closely by
anyone working in the area of critical thinking.
A very weak study, due to its paucity of participants
and the subjectivity of the evaluations that were made,
96saadeh~ 212· .£i~·, pp. 190-195.

54wan done by \'/asserrnann. 9?

She reports that the_ exper:L·-·

mental group was made up of nine sixth grade pupils who
had been selected by their former teachers, peers, and
by

the investigator as rnanifef.iting poor thinking ability,

The children. vrere then provided with .frequent opportunities to participate in various exercises involving the
use of critical thinking skills.

Afte~

the completion

of the ex-perimental period, the children's behavior was
again assessed by their te·achers, peers, and the inve_sti_gator, and

~thinking

test was used.

On the basis of

thiB information 1 t:he concluded that. t·he tendency .to think
cri t:i.c-ally wae i.nerea.sed, and a change resulted in the
thinking~-rela.ted

pa.tterns of behavior.

How~ver,

this con·-

elusion was based solely on the several opinions and on.
the scores on the non-standardized
tunately, this

methodolo~y

11

thinking test."

For-

is atypical for-studies in

the area of critical thinking.
In the studies that follow, the instructional materials dealt with aspects of critical thinking that were
not specifically covered in the evaluating instrument.
The test used, in almost every instance, was the

W~ts2_~--

-----··..----. ·--·- ......···-·9'lselma Wassermann, "A Study of the Changes in the
Thinking-Related Behaviors in a Setected Group of S.ixth
Grade Children in the Presence of Selected Techniques
and Naterials," (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, New
York University, 1962).
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are: (1) inference, (2) recognition of assumptions, (3)
declu.ct:Lon, (LI-) interpretation, e.nd (5) evc.\ll.w.tion o.f

argu.ments.

'l1h:Ls test may be characterized

aB

the

II

Glas-·

s1c" in the area of critical think:i.ng evaluation.

An investigation into the effect of understanding
and mastery of the rules. and principles. of logic on critical thinking was conducted by Hyran. 99

In a controlled

experiment, he Used 200 students matched as to general
reading ability, intelligence, language proficiency, and.
initial reasoning ability.

The experimental group.fl were

given-instruction that emphasized the principles of logic
as the learning content.

He found that

th~re

was a sig-

nificant difference in the mean achievement of the two
groups in final reasoning ability, and so he concluded:
(1) correct or logical thinking does depend upori
a knowledge of the principles of logic. (2} ••. upper
grade pupi.ls can be taught to think critically·and
therefore logically through the use of instructional
procedures which emphasize the principles of logic
as the learning content.

Henderson 100 used a controlled experiment to test
whether the use of instructional materials emphasizing

9 8 Good.\·rin V/atson and Edward Glaser, Watson--GJ.aser
Q;r:i:t..~££~1 ~b~9)c~gg ~RE!:ai~£1 (New York:
-·:s--::-race
and World, Inc., 1964).

Harcourt,

99-Hyro.n,
.
.2.12. £.:i!. , p. 130.
lOOHlencl ern on,

o~.

£i!·,

pp. 280-282.
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eri ticism and log:.i. c in h5.gh ochoo1 would· improve 2.bl.li:ty
in critical thinking and/or improve achievement in school
sub j ec't s.

After ins true tion, he tested the resul tt;; by

using t;be \r/c:JtBo.n--Glaser as well as difft;rent tests of

acbi.evonwnt in the sehool :::mb,jects that were taught con-··
currently.

He found a siBnificant difference at the five

per cent level between the mean gain of the experimental
and the control groups, while on the tests of subject
achievement there was not e. significant difference

be~·

tween the experimental and the control groups.
A thir·d study empha..sizing logical reasoning

cond.uc t ;eCI.' b y

1;tr.L
• ')

' h,
..J en, H
.. aub rJ.c

an ernph.sw.i.s on acq.u.a.inting the

an d Ii'•(::1'd • lOl
student~~

vms · ·

mh
.L... ey p 1
... ace· d ·

w:Lth the princ:1_,..

pl:es.·of logic. and- experimentation, and. Nith their use.
Seven eleventh grade U. S. History classes were matched
with control classes, and then given a three week unit
on the tools of logical analysis, semantics, and the use
of the scientific method.

The pupils were encouraged to

apply these tools throughout the year.
reported

The researchers

thc:d.~:

The results of the evaluation demonstrate quite
clearly that mastery of the typical content of the
U. S. History course was not impaired. by the curriculum modifications. The effectiveness of the program in .fostering critical thinking is not unequivocally demonstrated,' since the Watson-(:Haser
·--·...------~-

101

.
Wallen,

Haubrich~

and Reid, on. £i·.t.•, pp. 529-534.
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.Q~:1:~.is:.~l Tk~~ti~lsiRE AJ]Q~~a~.§-~.1 did not show any dif-·
ference between the experimental and contr6l groups.
The I. ]2 • § . .QE:.L~L£_§-1 2::1~1!?:15.~_:!_18 ~.2.§.~. , which on 1 o gical grounds may be argued to be a better test, did
show rath~r impressive differences in favor of the
students who J:·ecoi ved tho r0visod curriculum. Ji'ur~·
ther, the reactions of teachers and students, though
not intensively studies, strongly supp6rt the value
of the program.
At the college level, Brembeck 102 investigated the

effect of instruction in_ argumentation on critical thinking.

He used matched experimental and control groups in

eleven colleges.
tion, the

After a semester course in argurnenta-

Vfa~§Q.!!-Q.lg§.~ .Qf:i-~:l£?..1 g~!~.i.!llSi.!~E A£J2tai~~J:.,

which was administered initially to thB two
again.administered to them.

groups~

was

He found significant differ-

ences in some parts of the ·test battery favored the expt-~n:i.ment;BJ Jji'OUpl:;,

groups.

·while some parts favored the control

Graham, 103 in an experimental study at the col-

lege level, modified the curricular

offeri~gs

by

provid~

ing more student-centered activities .for the experitnental
group.

He found that this group made a significant gain

above that made by the groups taught with a teacher-centered approach.

Similarly, when college physics was

102
w. L. Brembeck, "The Effects of a Course in_Argu-·
mentation on Critical Thinking Ability, 11 §12~.££!.! !jQgQ-·
~~J2h0_, XVI (September, 19LJ-9), pp. 188, 189.
l03Daniel Graham, "An Experimental Study of Critical Thinking in Student-Centered Teaching," (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, North Texas State College, 1961).

taught in a way that emphasized discussion rather than
lecture, and "discovery 11 rather th::m- verificat:Lon in the
laboratory, Henkel lo ' found that the growth in ability
LL

to think c:d.t:l.cally was significantly greater than that
made by the control group whieh was given the more

11

tra--

di tional" g;t::meral p:hysics curl'iculum.
This review of the research related to the improvement of

c~itical

thinking skills has revealed that: (1)

when attention is directed· to the skills and abili tie_s
involved in

~ritica~

thinking, and instructional materials

and teaching methodology are

designe~

for the improvement

of these-skills and abilities, the resulting development

in a pu.p:i.l'£ eritical thinking ability is statistically
signifipant; and (2) though much has been written about
critical thinking, both as to wha-t it is and ho.w more instructional emphasis should be placed bn it in curricular
offerings, surprisingly little

actu~l

research has been

done.
III.

SUfvlfviARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From an investigation of the literature and research
related to the topic of this paper, the following c6nelusions have been reached:
10'·~

Elmer Henkel, "A Study of Changes in Critical
Thinking Ability as a Result of Instruction in Physics,"·
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Univer~ity of Toledo,
196.5).

i

I!

u

I
~

!
~

I
I
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1.

~!hat

the skills 8.nd abilities involved in cri-

tical thinki.ng Rre complex and broad _in scope, and the
writers v.rho seriously consider the term critical

th~!-nking

define it in a way that refledts their particular emphasis and/or poipt of view.

These writers see critical

thinking va.riously as: ( 1) problem Ewl.v:i.ng; ( 2) testing
for log:Lcal or rational consistency; or. (3) examination
and evaluation of the products of thought.

'I'his

investi~

gator conceives of critical thinking as closely related
to number three.
2.

That research suggests that although general in-

telLi.gcne. e as expr.essed by tr.te I. Q. is something quite
different from the ability ·to think critically, it is rela~tecl

.P.Of::d. ti vel;y to it.

But the research findings are

inconclusive with regard to how closely they are related
and the effects of this relationship.

3.

That it has been assumed that a pupil's ability

to read would be directly reflected in his ability to
think critically, but the research evidence does not support this assumption.
4.

That the research findings indicate that there

is no agreement on the relationship of sex and critical
thinking ability.

5.

That the research findings indicate that

p~pils

from homes with a higher socio-economic ratirig score
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higher on critical thinking tests when compared_with the
pupils from homes with low socio-economic status.

But

the research sheds no light on the causes of this difference.
6.

~.Phat

$--

t.bougb much has been

~vr1 tten

about cri ti-

cal thinking, surprisingly J.ittle research has been done.
However, that which has been conducted clearly indicates
that the

~kiJ.ls

and abilities involved in critical think-

ing can be improved.

The -resea,rch findi.ngs also point

out that significant. improvement talr.es. place only v-rhen
the inBtructio.nal materials and thf;) te-aching

proce~1uren

relate to specific critical thinking skills and abiJ.itios.
It soernr:; 1 fr-om the research reviewed, that the study
here reported will add to the limited body of knowledge
regarding the methods and materials that might be used
for the improvement of a pupi.l 1 s ability to think critically._ This study shares a point of view with

Saad~h

and

Henderson who defined critical thinking as examination
and evaluation and designed their studies to bring about
an improvement in these skills.

However, this investiga-·

tor directed the instruction of the pupils toward a
greater depth in a more limited range of these critical
thinking skills - those involved in fact and opinion differentiation.
whether

This was done in an effort to determine

inst~uction

in this basic statement assessment

operation would result in a significant improvement in
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the pupils' critical thinking skills as measured by
the

li£ t; s Q£·-.Q}.a ~~~I:

.Q.~~.tt.L£~~~. 3.-~h~:.E~ lU:.!!13. !EP.E.~.~.E-21·

Chapter II of this di.ssertation has reviewed the
liter~ture

that is pertinent to the study.

will present the design of the study.

Chapter III

In order to determine whether instruction based on
the devised. :Lnstr.·uction:c1l
~nd

iru:;trum~'mt

(:::eo

i\:ppendi.xe~.::;

A

B) would bring about a significant growth in a stu-

dent's critical

~hinking

ability, the researeh design

described in this chapter was developed.
I.

SEI..ECTION OF' THE GLA.S.SES

The population for this experimental study was made

up of 336 students in fourteen ninth grade

~nglish

classes

in t:hrcc junic:r:· 1".1:Lp.;h schools of the Santa H.osa School DiE>-·

trict,

~>:mta

Ho::w., Cali.fornia.

Cehe students v.rere thirtGf:m

and fourteen-year old boys and girls.
After receiving administrative approval to conduct
the study in the Santa Hosa S<:bools, tl1e head of the Ene;-·
lish department in each of the three junior high schools
was asked to pe..rticipate and also to sup;gest acldi tj_onal

teachers who would be willing to be involved in the study.
'J~hese

eight teachers then admi::1istered the

}i?;t~.!?..?-n-·

.~?::l.~~:::?.Qt QE:i~l:P_?..l T ~inl~_:hgg h:l2I:E~J.:~~.?.l. 1 to their c l F; ::; ::3 e s .
1 Edward M. Glaser and GoodMin Watson, Watson-Glaaer
.9.~~:L~L£~~J~ J.1~.~~~I!!iL~lJ':: AP."£.;.~::1-.5~9.1~ ( Ne"'' York: Harcoi.ii;t~·-··B:i~ac·e·····
nnd World, Inc., 1964).
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J.1hese fourte':Jn e1o.BS(]2. v;cre then divirif;d, on the basis of

1

the scores on this test, into seven pairs of classes of
comparable means and variances.

Seven classes constitu-

ted the experimental group and the comparable seven classes
became the control group.

The number of students in each

class ranged from 22 to 29.
II.

INS 1rHUC~:ION

OF THE CLAS.SliJS

While the control classes received their

regu~ar

progr·nm of JiJnglish instruction, the experimental clasE·eS

were p:iven s-oec:Lal instruction by their regula:c teaeherf3
us1nr~;

tl:Je

tea~ber

• f:> guides and pupil worksbeets th13.t: 1t1ere

developed by the researcher for this study.
The experimental classes worked with the prepared
instruc t:Lon.a.l mat o.rial B for: tv/O
week for eight weeks.

f'ifty~·m:Lnute

periods a

In addition to the pre-test ses-

sion, there were fifteen periods devoted to instruction
in the differentiation behrcen stR.tements of fact and
state~ents

of opinion.

Section I I I of this chapter lists

the topics that were covered in these £ifteen class periods, and Appendix _B em1tHins a complete set of the pr:.pil
materials that were used.

At the conclusion of the eight

weeks of instruction, an added class session was devoted

to the final admin1.E;tration of tho

9..E.i:.~.tQ:21. ~b.tD.lsb!.l£5.

£1J2··

P.Efl:i..§.£)~ ~ b:r:ir·e;Jng the tota1 t:tme devoted to testing and

6'+
instruction to some 850 minutes.

DU.I·ing the eight weeks

in which the experimental group was using the devised instructional materials, the control group received no special ir.1struction but continued with their rBf\Ular program
of

Eng1i~:;h

:Lnstru.c.t.ion.

Hovrev·er, thG stud.ent s i.n the con-·

the same week in which the students of the experimental
group took this post-instructional test.
The investigator met with the teachers of the experimental classes prior to the instructional period in order
to share the point of view and the purposes underlying the

were no other formal meetings although the investigator

chatted· briefly with the individual teachers on several
<

\

.

occasions when delivering or picking up the instructional
and/or testing materials.

'l'he researcher attempted to

use these contacts to maintain interest and contribute to
a sense of shared purpose.
There were no training sess1ons, as such, since the
teacher's guides (see Appendix A)·were meant to be complete
and self-explanatory.

However, tbe occasional, brief con-

tacts between the investigator and the teachers did afford
an opportunity to discusB the p.rogress of the instruction
and to answer an occasional question.

INSTRUCCUONAij I'JATEHIATB

III.

Fifteen lesson units were prepared by the investigator in order to unify and faciJ.itate instruction.
~hese

teacher's guides and pupil worksheets related to

the differentiation between statements of fact and statements of opinion, and to an understanding of the various
kinds o.f facts and opinions (see definition of terms in
Chapter I) .

The guides and worksheets dealt with the following
subjects: (see Appendixes A and B for the complete set)
1.

Fact and Opinion

2,

Test:

3.

Ways Of Cllitaining Factual Information

4.

Facts That Are Known Through Your Own Experience

5.

Facts That Are Accepted On The Basis Of Some
Authority, And Historical JJ'act.s

6.

Historical ~Cales 'l'hat May Or May Not Be True,
And Untruths Or Opinions Masquerading As Facts

7.

Test: Practice In
Kinds Of Facts

8.

Opinions

9.

Expert And H.espected Opin:i. ons

Is It A J?aet Or An Opinion?

Di~ferentiating

10.

Generally Accepted Opinions

11.

Sub;j ecti ve

12.

Evaluating Various Opinions

13.

'l'est:

(P~n~sonal)

Among The

And Doubtful Opin:ionr;

l)ractice In J1'valuati.ng Various Opinions
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14·.

Revimv

15.

Final Test On Fact And Opinion Differentiation

In using these lesson units, the teachers of the

experiwente:ll classes inforrne\l their students that a work
folder would be kept for each pupil and all the worksheets

were then evaluated at the close of the eight-week instructional period.

This evaluation became an integral

part of the pupil's semester grade in

:~nr;J.ish.

This may

have resulted i.n the students being; more fa.ithful in completing the assigned worksheet tasks.
Effect nrobablv
.....

11heir

.

respon~·.;e

f..o

affec~ed
t~o

beinp~

Also, the Hawthorne

the enthusiasm of the students.
selected cHl the participants in an

experiment and their reaction to having a new topic injented :J.:nt:.o the .B.;nglish curriculum probably had some bearing on their class performance during the period of instruction and testing (see limitation 8 in Chapter I).
IV.

Ttte

THl~

DATA GA':rHEHING INSTHU£11ENT

~{~~~§.Qg-·.QJ-...:?~§..<~E .Qr:i.~~J::f..? 1. ~l~ig}S;b_g_g !U212~.~J.~;<i1.

administered to the students of all

fourt~en

was

participating

classes both at the beginning and at the concJ.usion of the
e.i..ght week period.

The resulting stu.dent scores comprise

the data on which this study is based.
'l.1his test of critical thinking; is the most fre ...

quently used ·evaluating instrument in the research that
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~3

dea1s vri th
in Chapter II).

e c: t; ion

The test, ns descd.becl h1 the nwnnal,

- •.. consists of a series of test exorci~es which
I'(;quire t:h.E: appl:Ler.1tion of ~\OHH~ of the importe:;nt
abilities invoJvod in critical thinking.
The
exere:Lses j.nchtde problorn~.\, statements 1 8l'GLJments,
and intorpretc..1tions of ctuta r:d.!rtilciY. to tho~>e which
a citizen in 2a clemoc.racv
mir~:ht encounter' j.n l1:i.s
J
·daily life ..• -

cieasure the various skills and abilities involved in
critical thinking.

"1:L

t

There are a total of one hundre6

items in the·test which can be compleied in ldss than
fifty .minutes at the

nin~h

grade level.

The subtests

are: :i.nfprence ( t;\,rcnty items); recognition of assumptions
.

-

.

(sixteen items); deduction (twenty-five i~ems); inter-

ments (fifteen items).
The reliability by split-half method for ninth
pupils j_s

.85 and

~rade

for the four·grades of high school it

is . 86.

The

V<Jl

idit;y was esta.b1ishecl through the judgment

of thirty-five persons competent in logic and scientific
method.
dent~,

It was standardized on 20,312 high sch6ol stuincluding some 6070

ninth-~raders.

~~he correlations of the

C:r:::!i_icc:tl

1l~i0.:Si!..l.g ~J2l!1~z::h!:.~::.l

with va.riouf:; intelligence ter.-;ts re.nge from . 55 to ·. 75,

----·-··-·-;.:;--. ·-------·-·
'-I!~i~l·, P· 2 ·

j

l

I
!

6E3

intercorrelatoion nmonp: the five

and

t; ho

total

te~~t

su.bto:~;t~c~

1.'<0.\.ll.~-;·.:)

f:cori\

.32

re.nces from . G~.! to . ?9.

The folJ owj_ ng statistieal procedtn'eG

'~l'iere

arpJ.j.ed.

to the data obtained from the pre-ihstructional and the
post-instructional administrations o.f .the

1.
donee

In order to determine the degree of correspon-

bet'<-~een

tht-J· experimentr:<.J.. .:ind ·tJte cont.r-c'1 f-jron·p

the rn.-::,an Hco:ce and variance cf the f>coro::-; of

f~cores

in a r;roup aw,::J.,y

frn~n

the~

pup:i.lr~

tbe mean. tn t1wt croup, .:m.d k

L'> the number of cases in t;he grollp.

T'Jis f0rmu la was
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also used to compare the mean and variance for the ex-

perimenta1 and the control class in e:::tch of the r:wven
pairs of cJasscs.
The formuJ.a for t, given above, was applied to

2.

the post-instructional scores of the

expe~imental

and

and the control groups in order to determine whether
there was a statistically significant difference between
the ::l"JO<:m SGores of these g1'oups.

The post···lnr::truct.i.on.al

scores of each of the experimental classes were compared
with the scor6s made by the matching classes in the con-

trol group, usd.ng this same T-test.

3, ·

Arw.1yf:cii.r:~

of v::J.r:i.ance 8.nd the result ine:; F---test

were used to determine whether there was a significant
c1 :i. f fer en c. e 21m O?H'; \ ~{; 11 o7:r:;y;l·;)·;~-(:;··'); he rn e an g <:15. n s mud o ·by the
..

"·~-·-···-···A~.. ~l~----~·--..--···~·~/

. t J ]" 1gence,
.
'
. '
.
th, o var1ous
.
ana.aoc1opup1"l.. s 1n
rea d"
.1ng, ln·-e.

economic levels represented by the pupils j_n- the experimental group.
McNemar
4.

~~

The formulas used

w~r6

those suggested by

as being applicable to groups of unequal size.
To test the significance of the.

differenc~

be-

tween the mean gain made by the boys and the mean gain
m::tcJe l;y tlv2

~';irlf::l

was employed.

~he

in the experimental group, Chi-·square
procedure used was that suggested-by

Wert and others5 in which:

'lO
')

Frequency ... }l;xp0eted Jj'requenc,y)'-

Expected Frequency

Chapter III has presented the desiv1 of the present
r.;tu~ly.

It

YJDS

noted the

p:r·oceC.b.n'o~;

for tlw seJ.eetion of

the clRsses, the instructional methods and

materi~ls,

the datR gathering instrwnent, and the statistical procedurep that were used •. Chapter IV will present an

ysis of the data collected.

~nal-

CHAP~U:l?.

IV

This study was concerned with the determination of
whPtbor instr·uc t;i1.::>n in fact and opinion di.fferenti ::Jtion ~
UBJ.ng

the d evi<.> ed inf:l Lruc ti en a J. mnt f)rials ( sc c Appendix

A), 1,vouJ.d 1n·ing about a significa.nt im]li'6vemc:nt in a pu·""

pil.' s abiJ tty to th:i.nk. critically.

C[!he invest:i.p;ation at·-

tempted to: (1) deveJ.op an experimental and a control
group; (2) instruct the experimental group in fact and
opi~ion

differenti.ation; and (3) then compare the cPiti-

cal thinking abilities of the experimental and the contra].
groups.

It furthsr sou~ht tb determine how ·the gains made·

by the pupils in the experimental group related to their

sex and to the various levels of their intelligence, reading ability, and socio-economic §tatus.
The. investigator established an

~xperimental

and a

control group on the basis of the pupil scores on the
initial administration of the vla tson-G laser Critical
.•..T'.J1.J_,_r:li~--·.r_1
·i ,. a 1
. - ··- ··-- - _ _.rs
-- ;:_·\1·>:.....r·::.._r-"
..:'::,;.;.;:::.;;:;..~-..:

.1

Table 1 shows the resulting seven

pairs of classes w1th their near comparable means and
vsrlances.

In order to determine whether these seven

pairs of classes were indeed matched pairs, T-tests were
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Uf·>cd to test for the stgn.ifj crJnGe of the cLi..fferenclc'~G :i.n

.215) for the seven pairs of classes indicRte thot the

ON THE INITIAL TEST

r;z
.::>

An indication of the close agreement in n1eans and
vari <mc:es of tbe total ·experimental group

cW

compared.

with the total control group is sbown in ·1'abl e ? •

A

T-tost was used to ascertain ' the degree of matchin3 betwe;::;n the expe:r.:'.imental and tho centro]. gr_oups.

Thi~:;

test yielded a t-value of .086 indicating th&t the differcnce~

between the means and variances was not signi-

ficant even at the

.9 (.126) level.

t1EANS AND V AHI /\J.·W:li:S OV THE SCOEE.:-3 OF
IN

~l'HJi~

PUPILS

'I'HTG EX.PIGRHJ!.IGNTAIJ AND CON'IHUI, GROUPS

ON THE INITIAL TEST

Expc~imental

10.39

60.7

.086
Not ·

168

.1

c

·i b
o· '

IW~~

*The t-value for the .05 level of significsnce for
167 degrees of fre~dom
Following the eight-week instructional period, the

to

th~

groups.

pupils of both the

experiment~!

and the control

Table 3 shows a comparison of the moan scores

I!

and VctrianeeD of. the two groupe.

~:'he

<J.pplic~:.'l.Lion

of a

T-test resuJ.ted in a t-value of 4.88 indicating that the
djfferenco between the scores of the two groups, after

ixwt-r.·uetion of the experimental group, is s:i.gnific<J.nt.; a.t
tbe .05 (1.96) lC!V~~J. as well

aB

at the .001 (3.29) level

Of Bif:~.O:i.:fiCEUlCC •

TN TI:l:E BX:PERJ]VJ.EN'J:AIJ AND

COWL'HG:l~ GROUP~)

ON THE FINAL TEST

Bxperimental
1.68

66.:?

I

9 • 39

4.• B8

-~~~:~-~::~~-~-~~~ ~-~-.~~~L -~:-~- -~~~~- 3~ f ~~-:~:
1

_ _

; : • __

s

~g.

t-val ue for the • 05 level of significance for
167 degrees of freedom
**The t-value for the .001 level of significance for
167 degrees of freedom
·~:he

The final mean scores of the pupils in the seven pairs
of

cla~ses

Table 4).

were compared through the use -of the T-test (see

The difference between the experimental and the

control class for pair IV was significant at the .001 level,
for the classes in pair V the level of significance was

.01~

1

·?5
and the dJt:ferenee w::LJ
pairs II and VI.

~Che

E:df~nificant

at tho .05 level for

cH.fferenc:e between the expe:d.mentaJ..

and the control classes in each of pairs I, III, and VII
\•rr:.>..r::;

not signifie,cnlt at the

.o:;

level.
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The ~~~~~.~.§.?..0. -·9J.Qg.~:~: g!:.Lt~}:s:.g:J.:. Tbl.rQ·s..i:D:E~ ~PJ2~~£::2:~~~~};_

!1:~l~n2.S~1 2 inc:U eDter:'> that tbe correlation

pct1.voen n.inth"·"

grw:lers' ;:;coref:> on this criticc-.1 thinking test and thcd.:r
intelligence quotients has been determined to be
HovrE~ve:c,

it was a pilrpof38 of this study to

.75.

r;~scertc-d.n

whEJther the gains made b;y the pupils of tbe experimente.l

trcoup, after instruction, varied with thuir 1eve1 of in··
tell.igence. ·

~l'he

measu:ce of I.Q. for this study

vWB

the

Q~1 1..Lf2.In~g 2-~~~~~ 9.!:. !"!.~Il~t;a}: r1~~.l!!:.t:~x · 3
Because analysis of variance is more applicable to
grOUfJS of ncar comparable sj_ z.e, the various I, Q.

were c;x:·oupod into fou:r. levels.
groupings

a~d

the gains

~ade

'l'able

scoi.'C:H~

5 shovrs these four

by the pupj_ls in each level.

TABLE 5

~~-~-.-·-·2i~iQ~~~·~·:·.
7-

gJ

'w.

.

13 •

Clark, E. SulJivan, and E. Tiegs, Californi~ Test
t!~~E::~~l: t\D.!:~.!-·iJ~;y, 8.9 crarn en to: California ~t'e sF.. }Ti:ii~~)au ~-··-T~i;~9.
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Ana1yLd.s of vo.rJ.an.cc (::>ec IJ:ablc 6) and the :r_·o.m.tlting

F value of 1.07 reveals that there was not a significant
difference at the

.05 level in the amount of ga1n

the pupiJs in the varj.ou;:; lf.lVels of

made by

i.ntell:i.c~ence.

~:~·-·:~~.~:~-:-~~~~~~;~~~~-~-:~~.~:_ ~~~~{;_;~.:~!,·-~·~:~~~~~.~~~·~H~-~.~j:_;~E-. . . :Y_;~;~~:~~~-~:·~~-~~~.\~~-~~~;~~1
Between Groups.
.... ·--·--· ···-··-~--·-·····-·· -~

~-·-~---·· ·~

142.46

.

.. ·-····h¥·-- -······ .. -· ..... --:-·..··-··--~~~---···-.. --- ..........~h-.•·-

..

3
--~· ····~~--~···

----.. .

----~~-~-~-.~~~~::~--·~-J::~. l~~.~~····- ···--··---····~-~:~~-~~-~~---··········· ....~.~~-!.Total

6292.70

···~-·~

..

44.15 • s~
·-···········~---~-····"·"·-··· ~

·

. ···' --· ................. ~

...

~--

·-·-· . . ~.~-=·~-~-~)- . . ~---·· ~;~;·· . . . . . . .
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1

•. "··-···-..·-- · -.. ········ --·-----·--·--····--·- ................. - .... - ........ _ ..._____, ............................... ···-- ............. -........................................... ,J.

(.05 level =

2~60)

To determine the relation of the gains made by tbe
pupils in the experimental group to the leve1-of their
reading ability, four groups of near cbmparable size were
used.

These groups, as shown in Table

?,

corresponded

roughly to grade level (Group II), below grade level

(Group I)t one year above grade level (Group III), and
to more than one year above grade level (Group IV).
pupj.ls' J.evcl of reading ability was derived from
scores on the rea.d:i.nr:; sectj_on of the CS!)..i.fQJ:.:r!.l,?.;

The

thei~

~£.:Qi.::.~~§_

mont Test. '+

--·--·--2"~~;:·-~~--~·~~rk and r~:.

W. 'l'i <-~r~s, Ca J i. forni [1 P.. c hi cve~ent
Test. Ji'orm Y; Sacrar·1en to: Cul i fornia·T-e . ~~;t-·i3ureau~--I9~sg-:-··-

'7" u(~

'l'ABir.E 7

l

~~':"~::;' -~:. A:~~&~~ ---~~-~t~§~~t,; ~;;~:;lt§,ili; ;-,i~;;~--·G~~f;;ci
I

,,.,.,.., •.,,-,,~~··• ·••••>•

><O,•

II

~)••>•<''"'"~•~•-•"••~•-~-~~-··•
~ ~~~-8. 7 )~--•···"•·•••·--·~~-n.,'-'"'"~·••"•
39

8.8-9.8

41

Analysis of variance (see

••

I

21!·6

·

234

'"''"'"""••h·<>••••••"'"••••M••·•••h•

Tabl~

- 6. 31
·''"'

" ' ' " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' •·

the pup:i.J.s in the var:iouE.; levels of reading

1

•·•·~

j
\

5.71·

[1.

difference at the .05 level in the amount of

~ ABU~

·•••••·•

8) and the resulti.ng

Ji' value of J.. ~)~t reveal::; trtat there was not

VARIANCE

""''~"''

sigPi.f'lcant
~ain

made by

~:tbility.

FOR GAIN H:F:LATED '1'0 HEADING Ir1WELS

(.05 level = 2.67)

'/9
A eowpaT·u:;on
of the

waD

expe~imental

made

of

the

c;~:!ILS

mn.do by the boys

group with those gains made by the

girls in order to determine whether there was a significant difference botv;oen the gain;:; made by, the two

r~roups.

Chi-square was used (see Table 9) and a value of 2.02 resulted.
for the

This value, when compared with the value of 3.84

.05 level of significance, indicates that there

was n6t a significant difference between the gains made
by the boys and those made by the girls.
~~ABLI~

9

TUOSJE .f'!LADE BY THE GIHLS

(.05

l~vel

= 3.84)

Finally, it was a purpose of this study to determine
whether the gains made by the pupils in the experimental
group varied with their socio-economic status.
lation of

A corre-

·.91 between the father's occupation and the

eo
r::

family's soeio~economic [;tatus was found. by \'hn·.n.er. 7
Tl1.e

occ~t1J)<J·l~iona.l

r·a·tj_r1e;· scetlc ·L11B.t

\Vc:tJ7l1C'!1'"'

6 . c1c~v:LF:>ecl

\•Jets

used to ascertain the socio-economic level for the 152
IJ.'ablo 10

pupils whor:3e fathern' occupati.ons were krw,,vn.

shows tho number of students in each rating level and
their average.gain after instruction.

GAINS I"lADE BY TifE rUPILS IN THE
RELA~I'ED

EX:PlmJJU~N'rAI,

GH01JP-

TO THEIR SOCIO-JflCONOJVIJC I,:ENJI:JjS

-~:::::::::::-:::::::-:::::~:·::::.:~·-::~.:::::::.::::::::·::.::::::: ::::::-:.:::-.:-.::::::::~.:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::: .:::::::::::·:::::-::=:=:~:::.:.::·.=:: :::·.:::-.:::::.7~:::::::::::.~::-.~::::.:~1

Hati.l1[1; Assigned
~~o

Number
Oect1.patJ. on . Of Students

r·

Group
Gain

Average·
Gain

6.55

9

59

II

1~8

223

1

III

4-7

2'1-0

5.11

IV

26

162

6.22

13
123
----- - - v -------------;;
---T--7;----;~

+. 65

9.46
---~~ o~

--

- - ·- ·-----~-~-~.?.:. . . . . . ..-. . _. ___,.~ -,.. . ~-----·----- _?.. . . ,...................! __,._ ·-----.. ~--- ~-----· . -~- ... "''"""' __. . . .?.. ·-----.. .
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Tot Ed. .
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j

879

5 • 79.
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~na1ysis

of variance (see Table 11) and the resulting

F value of 1.71 indicate that there was not a significant

5w.

Lloyd Warner, M. Meeker, and K. Ellis, Social Class
in Ame.eiea. Chicae;o: Science Resea:rch Afisocia tef.:; -;--T94'9, -p·.--I39.
6

!~!~·, pp.

140-141
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rJ·L.ffe:re.nce at the .05 level in the amount of gain m.'\cl.e
b;y

the pupils i..n . the v;=.t:cicnw soc:i o-cc.onorni c levels.

r·:
.: .: : :· .: :.-. :·.: :-.·:·:. :.:.:::.:·::· ·::.::::-r: :::··::::·: .:::.: ::::·.::::..:·..:·.:..::::::: ::.::: .:::::.:: :·:·:: :.:.:::·:::·::·.:!···:...:::..·.:.-:·:::·
:-::·:·::·.:._::;.::-.:.:::.:::::::.··:·.·:
:1
c·
.• ,
c::o,
c•
. ""'''/
\T·,,·.
~+.•. ei'
~-.)0Ul'C.E:.
oJ.lll
OJ.+' t.)qU.dl
-:.. •.:>
U~-L'
...
c..lld.1lC,,,
... .'~'pt·'
Ln.J
J.tnd
............... -........"'.................................!.............................................................................. -- 1.......................................................................
..
::·:··~·::·.·...

::·.~-:::.:.·.::·:·:·:·:::.

~

!.

312.8[5

1? .... 62.57 - 1.71

5

-· c-,
. 62 • 5 r;( ··-·
")b

(.05 level - 2.21)

SlJHi"IARY

This chapter has reported on the matching of the experimental and the control

g~oups

and on the-statistical

analysis of the data collected from the final admi.nistra-

In andJ.yzins the data, the scores made by the pupils in
the ext>er·iwental

e;roup~l

v;ere comrared witb those made by

the pupils i.n the control group.

The mean

~3cores

of the

experimental and the control classes for each of the seven matched pairs of classes were also compared.
.further

dett.~I'I<i.i.n

It was

eel ho\'1 the go inr; m:d e by the pup:L .ls in

the experimantal group related to their level of intel-
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ligence and readi.ng ability, to their sex, and .to their

level of

Goe:Lo--er~onomic

f;te:"ttus.

Chapter V 6f tbis paper wiJ.l present conclusion~
drawn from this study.

It will. also offer recommenda-

t:LonF> fOI' additional :ce,c:;e;Jrch in tbiE> area.

CONCLUSIONS, H1PI.~ICA'l1 IONS AND RECO.f'/JfY1ENDNl.'IONS

FOH

FT.JH~:HE:R

RESJEA:RCH

This experimental study was devoted-to a determinntion of whether instruction in the c.ri tical thinking
skills involved in the limited area of fact and opinion differentiation would bring about a significant im·provement in a pupil's broad range of critical th:i.nking
abilities.

The experimenta.l procedure ·was organized

around the study design presented in Chapter III.
findinBB herein reported are

bas~d

The

upon the guided ap-

.

pl:i.cation o£ the i.nstructional materials (see Appendixes
A anc1 B) developed for this study to an experimental
group consisting of 168 ninth-graders.

Resulting sta-

tistical evidence is reported in Chapter IV of this
pape:e.
It should be noted that this study is solely concerned with the results that the devised instructional
instrument provided, CJ.11d_not with an analysis of that
instrument.

The conclusions and recommendations are

based-upon that data gleaned from the use of the WatsonGlaser critical thinking test.

This test was adminis-

tered· after eight weeks of instructi6n based upon the
use of the devised guides and instructional materials.

~

~

I

Il

8'+
~rhe

following conclw:-d.ons and recommencJ..at:Low:; are

drawn from this

study~

They are expressed in terms of

their relationship to the limi tatiom3 and asi::>umptions
outlined in Chapter I of this paper.
I.

COI'TCIJUSIONS BASED UPON DNPA :FR0r1 'l:1n-; INSTRUf'ilEWr

1.

Based on the findings reported in Chapter. IV,

it may be c6ncluded that planned instruction in a specific critical thinking ability, fact and opinion diff-erentiation, does make a statistically significant difference in a ninth-grader's ability to think critically, in
a general sonr:;;e, as measured by the ~Q.t~Q!];-.Q}.a§..~E .Q£}.~i.-·

_<?22

~.E.~!?-]~~~2:13 -~121?2:~~~~~.~2,

when compared with the -effect of

incide-ntal in£;truction in these skills.

The gain in the

mean scores of the pupils in the experimental group was.

5.6 while· the change in the mean scores of the pupils in
the control group was -.4.

Statistical analysis indi-

cates that the hypothesis that this difference was due
solely to chance can be rejected at the .001 level of
confidence.
2.

This study's findings concerning the relation-

ship between a pupil's intelligence and the amount of
gain that he made showed that a pupil's intelligence
level did not contribute statistically significantly to
the amount of gain that he made (see Table 6).

This

would indicate that the instructional materials and the
procedures suggested in the teacher's guides were, in
this case, of similar benefit to the various levels of
intelligence represented by the pupils in tlte experimental group.

3.

The results of this study indicated that the

sex of a pupil did not have a signifjcant effect upon
the gain made by the pupil (see Table
4-.

9).

]'rom the data gleaned from this stud;y· (see Table

8), it would seem appropriate to conclude that the read-

ing levels that were represented in this study had little
or no effect upon a student's ability to learn to think
cr:Ltic.:l.lly.

5+

The results of this study showed no statistically

significant differences among the gains made by the pupils
in the various socio-economic levels that were represented.
However, because of the approximate solution used in the
analysis as a result; of the groEwl;y unequal number£> i.n the
socio--economic levels, the fino.ings should be taken with

rese.rvatj.on.

6.

The results of this study indicated that i.nst:cuc-

tion based upon the devised teacher's guides and
te:r:ials

concernint~

bring about

<'3

pupils~

-rna-

fact and opinion dj_fferent:iation does

significant improvement in a pupil's abili-

ty to think critically in a general sense.

While the data

86

allows the researcher to conclude that the devised instructional materials were effective in bringing about
a statistically significant gain at the conclusion

o~

the period of instruction, no claims can be made for
the lasting effects of this pupil gain in critical thinking ability.
II.

GENJi~RAL

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the findings of this experimental .
study, the researcher bas drawn the following general
f

conclusions:

L

1.- That teachers who are desirous of teaching for

pupil :i.mprovement in cr:i.. ticai thinking skillp and abilities probably need prepared instructional materials and
teacher's guides designed for this

~urp?se.

Even though

the desire to bring about an increase in their pupils'
abili t;y to think critically may be present, certain fa.c·tors may prevent or inhibit the development of the desired instructional materials.

For most teachers, the

use of prepared materials makes possible an improvement
in the content, continuity, and orderly progression in
the instruction.
2.

That the teachers in this experiment were able

to use the instructional materials devised for this study
without any special training in the skills and abilities
involved in critical thinking or in the teaching of such

II
I
I
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skills.

The investigato:r:- met ,.v.i th the· tenchers of the

experimental cJ.asses in order to share the point of view
and purpose of the study.

No instruction, however, was

given in the specj.fic critical thinking skills and abilities that were included in the instructional format.

It

can be concluded. that instruction in the skills of critical thinking and/or instruction in the teaching of critical thinking skills is not necessarily needed in order
for-teachers to use the devised instructional materials
successfully.

3.

That pupils whose intelliBence level was in the

111-120 range benefitted to a greater degree from the ibstr~ction

Biven than did those pupiJ.s at the other intel-

ltgence levels (see Table 5).

Although the gains made

by the pupils in the various intelligence levels did not
vary sie:;nif:Lcantly s_tat:Lstically ," it appears noteworthy·
that those pupils whose I.Q. ·ranged from 111 through 120.
averaged nearly two points more gain than did the pupils
in any of the other I.Q. levels.

Though the data of this

study reveals the difference in gain, no

indi~ation

is

.given as to how or why this difference came about.
4.

That this study's findings indicate that instruc-

tion in one aspect of critical thinking makes a statistically significant contribution to a pupil's growth in the
broad spect:cum of critical thinking abilities.

The -------Watson--
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Glaser Crjtical

-·--~------....

---··----~,--..._....__...,

Thinkin~
_.,.
_______ . . .,., •AEnraisal
.,_. __, __
,~_

~,~---·-••-a..-

tests for the criti-

cal thinking abilities involved. in: (l) inference; (2)
reco§;nition of aBsumptions; ( 3) dedtwtion; ( L+) interpre-ta.tion; and ( 5) evaluation of argument.s.

Tho. instruc-

tional materials uaed in this study were not specifically related to any of those five areas, and yet, after
instruction in fact and opinion

differentiation~

the pu-

pils made a statistically significant gairi in their
scores on this general critical thinking test.

5.

That-when the gains made by the pupils in the

experimental group were related to their socio-economic
levels (Table 10), those pupils in levels V and VI were
found to have made aver.age gains that were well above the
averE1ge gc:_:lin for all socio,-economic levels
as compared with

5.79).

(9.L~6

and

s·. 00

The thirteen students in level

V and the nine in level VI were from fanlili es with lower
socio--economic status evidencing an upward mobility in a
predominately middle-class residential area.

The strong

desire to improve that resulted in a superior pe:efonnance
by these pupils may \'Tell have reflected the rising aspi-·
rations of their families.

Though the data from this

study justifies the conclusion that these pupils did

~on-

siderably better than their peers, the suggested reason
for this is neither supported nor denied by ·the data of
this study.
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III,

REC0f1IVJJJ.;NDATIONS :I!'OH

J!'UHC2H1~R

srruDY

Inasmuch as experimentation in critical thinking instructi on is a comparat;j.vely ur1researched field,

.~judging

from the limited number of research studies found, the
writer hopes that the findings of this stuJ.y may nerve to
generate additional experimental and exploratory studies
in this area.

In addition, it is hoped that the results

of this study will encourage depth research in the importantarea of fact ancl opinion differentiation.
The writer believes that this study has indicated
the need for further investigation irito the area of critical thinking in genex·al_ and of fact and opinion differenti.rd.;ion in particular.

The following are suggested afJ

being among the most promising:

1.

Duplicate this study in the first eight weeks

of the fall term.

Encourage the pupils to apply what is

learned throughout the year, and then measure their gain
in critical thinking ability at the end of the school
year and a3ain a year later.

2.

Studies be done to determine the amount and kind.

of references to fact and opinion differentiation that
appear in the elementary, junior, and senior high school
textbooks.

3.

A study be done in order to validate and perhaps

90
m9dify the devised teacher's guides and instructional
materials used in
4.

thi~

study.

Adapt the instructional materials and teaching

procedures used in this study to the abilities of pupils
in the lower grade levels and

replicat~

the study.

Compare what an experimental group of high school
students value and believe with what they V<:1.lue and believe after an extended period of ihstruction in critical thinking.
6.

Investigate the effectiveness· of the materials

and procedures used in this study with remedial classes.

7.

In order- to determine \1het·her intensive ins true-·
-

.

tion and praetic.e in critical thin1dng will increase "intellig·ence",

eomp:s~.re

pupil scores on a standard intelli-

gence test before and after extensive and intensive work
with the materials used in this study.

·a.

Compare the effectiveness of the teachers' use

of the instructional materials, as measured by pupil gain,
on the basis of whether the teachers had a previous seminar or workshop devoted to the development of their own
critical thinking abilities and the skills of

t~aching

critical thinking, or just an introductory meeting with
the experimenter before embarking on the teaching of the
unit ·in the classroom.

Include in this, pupil and· teache:c

questionnaires for additional evaluative information.
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IV.

CUHHICUIJAH Il\1PLICNf.1IONS

On the basis of the findings of this study and the
widely espoused importance of education for effectiv~
thinking (see Introduction, Chapter I), this
gests the
1.

follb~ing

~riter

sug-

curricular innovations:

Develop and val1.date a course of study in the

various aspects of critical thinking for grades K - 12
that well might be incorporated into the curriculum of
. any one of several disciplines.
2.

Develop and incorporate j_nto the curriculum a

unit on the place and value of opinions and traditions
:i.n one's life.

Show how these are the "stuff" out of

which cultures are developed by utilizing an elementary
introduction to cultural anthropology.

3.

In order to enhance pupil preparation for a fu-

ture characterized by change, develop and incorporate a
course in "Hmv to Think".

This course might well be de-

veloped around the three major aspects of critical thinking: problem solving, rational or logical consistency,
·and statement evaluation.
4.

Include in the high school curriculum a unit

that would deal· with considerations of what influences
people's opinions and colors their interpretation of facts,
how one arrives Ett a knowledge of the "true facts" or the
"truth", and ho\,; opinions are cleve1opocl.
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5.

Provide an opportunity for the high school stu-

dent to develop and/or clarify his own value structufe
or value system based on a guided application of the _
critical thinking skills.
It is strongly hoped that the present study may
serve as an incentive and a point of departure for numerous studies designed to investigate, explore, and
evaluate fact and opinion differentiation-and its effect
upon students' ability to think critically.

It is also

hoped that this will have real and lasting effect

~pon

what is happening in the schools.
Unanr:nvered questions exposed b;y this experimental
study of cri.tical thinking should serve as a springboard
from which additional studies can be launched.

Critic~l

thinking, in general, and fact and-opinion differentiation, in particular, are rich sources for further scholarly investigation.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A

IN·:rHODUC~riON

In early publications on the purpose of education
in a free society, the Educational Policies Commission
( 1938), the Harvard Faculty Committee ( 19LI-6 )-, and the
American Council on Education (1944) indicated that democracy requires that the development of the ability to
think be a major goal of education.
To participate effectively and intelligently in the
functiontngs of a democracy, an individual must be able
to make ·sound j~d.gments, wise choices··, and correct ap·~·
praisals. The individual, in addition to being affected
with cultural customs and traditional habits, is constantly being-bonbarded with verbal and written communication that attempts to influence -his judgments, choices,
and appraisals. To cope with these influences, the individual must be able to carefully consider th~ evidence
and ba.se his choices and actions on understandings which
he hi-mself achieves and on values which he examines for
himself.
To achieve the above object, an individual must be
capable of critical thinking. This was emphasized by the
President's Commission on Higher Education in 1947 which
stated that the "development of_the reasoning faculty,
of the habit of critical appraisal, _?hog};£ be :tll£ .£.£!!.stag:tz ·
~!.!9:. 1291:YCl§.lY.:.~ §:.i.~ Q£ ~ll ed.!:!Q§t;l;_Qg, in every field and at
every 1 (-jvel."
The content of this unit will be addreBsing itself
to the emphasis on understandings that can develop a
pupil's ability to: (1) evaluate statements as to whether
they are facts or opinions, and (2) to further ·differentiate these statements into the kinds of facts and the kinds
of opinions represented. The pupils are to l~arn to identify statements and then to evaluat~ them in terms of
their credibility.
If a pupil can learn to correctly evaJ.uate statements,
he will have acquired a skill that will make possible the
d~velopment of a personal value-syste~ on more rational
grounds, and judgments, appraisals, and choices can be
made on more r.ational grounds as well.
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UNIT I

~·

J!'AC'I' AND Ol;INION

I.

It might be a good idea to begin ·with a. diseussion
of the mechanics of the total Unit. How many weeks,
how many times a week, for how long each p~riod, etc.

II.

Discuss the grading system you intend to use for the
Unit. This will insure a certain amount of motivation even where it isn't arising· from some other
Bource.
Some suggestions as to grading are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Encourage them to keep a 11 :B'act and Opinion
Unit 11 folder in which to faithfully put
their completed worksheets. This will be
graded as a notebook at the end of the
eight weeks.
Expect all lessons to be included and com-

£lill.

Grades might be based on:
Evidence of interest
1.
2.
Degree of completeness
Degree of originality in ansvJ"ers
(where pcissible)
_
4,
'Legibility and neatness
Grade on participation in the discussions
in class also.

III.

Head the "Introduction" to them, or share the ideas
expressed in it with them, and elaborate to indicate
possible importance and :relevance of unit to them.

IV.

Write some statements on the board prior to class
and discuss them with the pupils as to whether they
are Fact or Opinion.

V.

Develop Section I of Unit I together. Have pupils
write down the statements developed by class and
teacher.
·
Suggestions for instances might be:
1.
2.

A statement indicating how much of a particluar medicine should be taken and how
often.
When someone tells you that a close relative is mentally retarded.

j:

i

t
f.
t

I'
I

t

UNIT I - CONT.

3.

In accepting testimony in a court trial.
When someone tells you that you are a bore.
5. The statement as to the supportive st~ength
of a rope to be used in mountain climbing.
6. When a service station attend~nt assures
you that there is sufficient water in the
· radiator and/or batter;y.

4.

VI.

Sections II and III. Carefully analyze parts (1),
(2), and (3) of the definition of a fact.
Lead the
pupils in familiarizing themselves with this defin:Ltion and the definition of an opinion, using whatever techniques you've found helpful in this regard
in the past. Then they do the work indicated under
II and III.
U:Nirl'
----

I.

II.

III.
IV.

II - TEST
--··

Collect Unit I and file in particular .folder.
for each pupil.) -

(One

For those who finish the Test before all are through,
suggest work to do (e.g. free reading, etc.) while
the others finish test.
Go over directions for. test with the pupils.
When all have finished, except two or three, exchange
te-sts (if desired), correct, and discuss freely.
Suggested. Key:

1. 0
2. F

11. 0
12. 0

F

F

3.

1~.

]'

5·

0

6. 0
F
F
0

7·
8.
9.
10. 0

13.
14.
15.
16.
1?.
18.
19.
20.

F.
J.P

F

F
0
0

0

21. F

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

0
0
0
F

F
0
F

0
F

31.

32.
33·
34.
35.
36.
37·
38.
39.
LJ.o.

]'

F
F

0
0
0
]'

0

41. 0
42. F
43. F

1+4-. 0
l~5. 0
46-. 0
lf-7. F
l~8. 0

F

F

(Questions ifL~O and 43 are rrcatch" questions. In regard to #L+O' to prefer a dog to a cat is an opinion
but when it is stated (correctly) that one prefers
his Cfo8-·ta··- the cat-rt is a factual statement. 'I'his
reasoning also applies to ;9'lJ- 3 . )

-~-~-----
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UNIT III -· WAYS Of.' OBTAINING It'ACTUAL

I.

II.
III.

INFORJVIA~:ION

Discuss very briefly the four ways of obtaining
factual information given in Sections I, II, III,
and IV. Then ask the ~upils to complete the worksheet carefully. Have them take it home to complete
if necessary.
Answers to Section II might well be: 5s6,4,2,1,3;
4,6,3,2,5,1; and 5,4,3~2,1.
Some answers to Section III might be specific titleB
of various: Magazines; Newspapers, Encyclopedias;
Texts; Research reports; Dictionaries; Teachers;
IJaren ts; Community leaders; and Pupils.

IV.

Some answers to Section IV might be: Encyclopedias;
History Texts; Social Studies 11exts; Scholarly Biographies; Autobiographies; Old letters; Old Newspapers~ Public documents; People who were participants in the event; and Witnesses including rela·tives and ·/or friends.
·

V.

Section V is especially important. Try to call attention to the .£2~9-Il§. for their selection.

-

(Please arran~e for Unit IV Section I prior to the next
class period.)

__

-----

--

UNIT IV - -·-----·
FACTS ----·
THAT ..ARE ----KNOWN THHOUGH YOUR 0'tJN -·--EXPERIENCE
................. ..._
I.

II.

....

~{

The kirst half of this period might well b~ used to
discuss the pupil's answers to Unit III if they had
to take it home to complete the worksheet.
For Section I of this Unit - before passing out the
worksheets ask the pupils to beespecially attentive
to the girl who is the come in with an important
message. Do not give any indication that they are
to be especially conscious of what they see, but only
that they should pay close attention. After a oneminute conversation, the girl should leave, and tbe
worksheets can then be passed out. Give them a reasonable 16ngth of time to fill out Section I and then
discuss. Af:tfl.I:-~the discussion, have them fill out
the paragraph beginning, 11 As a result of this ••• "
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CON~·.

You may want to have thoto share some of these con-·
elusions.
III.

The "Listening Experiment 11 , Section II. Lot each
row be a "group 11 • Hand a slip of paper on Hl:d.ch
you•ve written a meDsage'~ to the first person in
each row. (the same message to each row) Have
the first pupil whisper the message to the next
person, and so on, until'the person on tbe end receives the final message. This last person in each
row writes down what he or she has heard. Then
write their final message on the board and his or
her row should copy this in the space provided on
the worksheet. Repeat a second time, and a third~
if desired.
11

Suggestions for messages:
First - l'lladame Noskc)\vsky hysterically vlitnensed
the asphixiation of her precious feline
friend.
Second- The formula is 3 parts cyanide, 1 part
hydrochloric acidl 1 part absinthe, and
1 part animosity.
Third - The assignment is to outline page 1287,
memorize the first three major sections
and bring in three green frogs.
IV.

The 11 conclusion 11 to Section II and Section III co1.1.ld.
be done at home, if there isn't enough time in class,
and discussed at the beginning of the next period.
UNIT V - FACTS ACCEPTED ON ':f.lHE BASIS OF SOME

AU':VHOHITY AND

I.

II.

HIS~:ORICAL

YA.CTS

After discussing the conclusion to Unit IV, Section
II and Section III, pass out the worksheets for Unit
V and have them complete in class in about ten minutes
and then correct and discuss. (Try to be acceptant
of honest differences·-·vihen-l:;hey are soundly based.)
Section I's answers might be: 8,
5, or 6, 1.

5 or 6, 7, 3, 4 1 2,
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III.
IV.

Section J.rs answers might be: 7,8,6,3, 1+, or:),
1 or 2, and 1 or 2.
Section III's answers might be:
Magazines - 3, 1, 6, 2, 4 or 5, 4 or 5·
Newspapers - 3, 5, 2, 6, l, 4.
Encyclopedias - Lj., 2, 3, .5 s 1.
Dictionaries - 2, 5, 4, 1, 3.

uNIT vi -· !ii§~QBIQ~~ ~Af!!fl§ TII~~

!N;Q
I.

II.

III.

UW:~£~JJ§.

9R

rJ.AX 2rr

tu~x !19~£

m2

~BY~

O:t_:~~NIO~§ ~~S.QQ.E~±ll~ A§ ~:AC:1!2

Some of the distinctions made in this unit are often
subtle, b~t nevertheless seem to be very i~portan·t.
Prior to leading the discussion poncerning the kinds
of statements called· for in Sec.tion I and II, please
develop a list of your own statements that would ·
satisfy I and II.

i

Ask the pupils to work for about 5 minutes on Section
I.and 5 on Section II. At the end of this time,
discuss the Sections. Share examples, and encourage
pupils to write down the ones they thlnk appropriate
if they were not able to develop the 16 examples on
the:tr own.
·

;.

Some examples for Section I might be:
1. Daniel Boone felt that the land was over·~crowd.ed
when the neighbors "closed in" within 25 miles
of his lrome.
2. Some of the details of Paul Revere's ride may or
may not be true.
.
3. Washington threw a silver dollar ac~ose the
Delaware River.
·
4. Priscilla said, "Speak for yourself, John Alden!"
5. Some of the Crusaders were searching for the
"Holy Grail."
6. Lincoln was his town's best wrestler.
7. Columbus believed he could get to the East by
sailing West.

I
~
i
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IV.

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

?.

CON':P.

Gypsies can foretell the future.
Wealth invariably bringEl happiness.
!''light makes ri[l;ht.
The end justifies the means.
If millions of people believe it, it
can•t be wrong.
No one understands teen-agers·!
He's gone, but I'll never love anyone else!

Encourage the pupils to be candid in Section III and
discuss only if they care to do so.
UNE~ VII
----

I.

-~

Section II examples might be:
2.

V.

VI

-

T:B~ST

........,_.._.,.,...... .._

Go over. the "Classification of Facts" with the pupils.

II.

Have them take.the test. Encourage them to separate
the pages if it will aid referenee to the· 11 classi-·
f:Lcation. 11

III.

After all but two or three have fini.shed, correct,
discuss freely, and share results as to number
right, standing in class, etc., if this is needed
to Increase interest and motivation in the "Fact and
Opinion Unit".

IV.

Suggested Key for the Test·-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a
e

b
c
d

6. b
7. c
8. b

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

e
a

d

b
'b
lLI- • e

15. e
16. c

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

d

c
a
e

b
b
a

c

25.
26.
27.
2e.
29.
30.
31.
32.

e
a
a
b
d
b
e

a

33. e
3L~.

35.
36.
3?.
38.
39.

b
e

e
e

e
d

40. b

Possible controversial statements:
2. Norsemen landed on ·what is now Nova Scotia
prior to Columbus.
9. There were many airplanes before the Wright
Brothers'.
-------
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15.

19.

33.
34.
38~

~

CONT.

It appears to do so due to our rotating earth.
All one needs is a powerful receiver (radio)
and turn it on.
The stars are alwayb in place. Daylight
makes them undistinguishable.
Not ~aving tried it, we accept it on authority.
Others, especially in France, were aware of
electricity and some of its power prior to
Benjamin Frr:mklin' s experiments.
UNIT VIII - OPINIONS
......._... ... _,.,....,_....,.,_
-e~~

I.

Introduction - Briefly allude to what has been dealt
with in the previous lessons. The next six units
will relate to opinions including ·a classification
of opinions into - expert, respected, accepted, sub,jective (personal), and doubtful •. The consider-~
ations involved in these units might well have more
direct and significant ben~fits than the previous
units.

II.

Strive for understanding of and interaction with· the
definition nf an opinion~ Relate to each of the four
parts of the definition and illustrate each part.

III.

IV.

Section II, "'l'he Importance of Opinion~" should
allow for whatever degree of emphasis you would
like to give. Discuss and amplify A, B, C, and D.
Part C should be especially interesting to the
pupils.
Go over the directions for A, B, and C of section
III. Give them, or have them give, an example for
each and then allow them to complete this section
on their own. This work will be evaluated when you
go over the completed folder at the end of the
instructional period.
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UNIT IX
I.

·n

EXPERT AND RESPJGCTED OPINIONS

In regard to sections I and II, help each pupil
become thoroughly famiJ.iar with the distinction
that is being made between an expert and a respected opinion.
·
For example, with regard to battle strategy, a
commandihe~ general would be capabl~ of giving an
expert opinion while a major's or a captain's opinion
would be considered a respected opinion.
DeveJ.op the answers asked for in section I and II
with- the pupils. They may all record the same c-mswers, if desired, or they may select answers from
the discussion if there are many suggestions given.

II.

Go over-the directions for section III and then
allow the class time for the completion~ When most
everyone has finished, check and discuss the responses.
A suggested key is (Here, as in other sections, the
particular answer is not as important as the develop~
.ment of an awareness of the distinctions and practice
.in making these distinctions.):
~X:Q~£:!2_

1.
2.

3.

4.·

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

Big-League ~1anager·
Senator
Store l"lanager
Supreme Court Justice
Hinister
Architect
Surgeon
Engineer
Astronaut
World Record Holder
Marriage Counselor
University Professor
Midget
Hotel Chef
The Inventor

gesn~£!J.ed

Coach
C.i ty Councilman
Dept. Nanager
Lawyer
Sunday School Teacher
Draftsman
General Practicioner
Foreman
High-Altitude Pilot
Track Coach
Psychologist
High School Teacher
Jockey
Cook
Hechanic

Little-L~ague
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UNI'I' X - ACCJGP.l'8D O}:JINIONS
I.

Emphasize the definition of an accepted opinion.
Familiarize yourself with Section I with a view
to developing your own illustrations of accepted
opinions, including alternate or opposite opinions
that are also widely hold.
Relate other cultural and traditional behavior to
i·ts basis in accepted opinions. This section would
provide an excellent oportunity to briefly discuss
other equally valid ways of behaving as indicated
in Ruth Benedict's Patterns of Culture or Margaret
Mead Is Q_qrg;h_!}g 2.f A~ iil'-§£1rrio~u; etc~-·-

II.

I.

Assign Section II to be done in the remainder of·
class time and to be completed as homework.

Relate to definition of a
_opinion.

~ubjective

or persorial

Discuss and have the pupils give several examples
of this kind of an opinion. They might use, for
their five, any that are developed during the class
discussion.
·
II.

This Section (II) can be quite .important.
After clarifying the definition, read the section
with them and discuss and illustrate the points as
you go along. Note expecially the key words that
indicate that the particula~ opinion is overstated.
Strive for full interaction and amplification here.
The written portion of Section II should be started
in class and completed as homework.
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I.

Sections I and II have been designed to allow for
a treatrneht of some points that will, hopefully,
1
2.h..~!3g£ some of the pupilEl
convictions and attitudes
regarding opinions.
Please read, react, and discuss with the pupils;
supporting the various points as much as pOf.):Sible.
Suggest that the pupils memorize the five criteria
(TE.ADO), training, experience, achievement> depend-ability and objecti~ity, and to use them as often
as pos~ible in the evaluation of opinions.
Though section II i.s ~ little "preachy", try to
ameliorate this factor and still get the points
across to the pupilr.;. Hopefully, the "intellectual
honest" appeal will aid in getting a hearing for
this section.

II.

Section III is a practice exercise in elementary
a.ppl:ication o.f the IJ:'EADO evah{ation to various pro-·
ponents of opinions~
Have the pupils do this section in class or at home,
as you prefer. The checking of their responses and
the ensuing discussion should allow for the reiteration of TE.ADO's application to opinion evaluation.
Preferred responses are:

A.

5 (the person involved frequently has the
poorest vantage point to see the whole scene
.) 4, 1, 3, and 2.
B. 4, 5 , 1 , 2 , and 3.
C. 5 or 6, 5 or 6, 3,
1, 2, and 4.
D. 3, 4, 2, 1, 5 or 6, 5 or 6.
E. 3, 2, 1, 4, 5, 3, and 6.
(E is especially weak and other answers should
be equally valid as long as there is some
legitimate basis for the distinctions that-are
being made.)
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XIII - FHAcrriClG IN

EVAJ_~UA'J~ING

VAl?IOlJ;3 OPINIONS

Review the ciassifications of opinions developed in Units
VIII - XI, rather briefly, and have the pupils take this

unit as a test. When almost all have finished, check resporwes CJ.nd try to help them see the reasoning behind the
suggeated answers. ·

l. b
2. c
3. a
l.j .• d
5· d
6. d
7· a or b
8 .. e

9. e

10.
ll.
12.
13.
14.

c

d

a or b
b
a
15. d
16. e

33. b
26. a
34. e
27. G or b 35. b
28. a
36. b
29. c or d ?7.? • a
38. d
30 e.
"31. d
39. b
40. d
32. b

1?. d
1t). e
19. a
20. d
21. d
22. b
23. e
24-. d

25. d

UNIT XIV - REVIEW

-WJ/--..

~--

This class period should be spent in review in making any.
additional emphases that you feel are pertinent.
T.he pupil worksheets are a means of focusing thought
·sequentially through t~e various lessons. Use all
or a part of them as you see fit, and in any way that
you feel will be helpful.
These suggest~ons are not cieant to imply that this
isn't a very important aspect of the Fact and Opinion
Unit, but to emphasize· that broad latitude is ava~l
able for the accomplishment of the review.
UNIT XV
This test may be used as a part of the comparative study
between the experimental and the control classes so
please exercise as much care as possible to insure that
the number right obtained by each pupil is accurate.
So that the class may discuss its responses and yet
avoid score contamination, please follow this routine.
(or one that ~ill accomplish the same purpose) By
doing so, we will also provide uniformity throughout
the classes.

UNFI.1 XV ·- CON':f.l.

1.

Protect against the comparing of answers
during the taking of the test. (This is
especially important on T-F tests, ns yo~
well know.)

2.

Wait for everyone to comp_lete the test.

}.

Exchange papers and correct without discu.ssion.

'+.

Again exchange papers and check the original corrections.

5·

Call the class roll and record the number
obtained by each ·pupil. (Before
·
returning the papers to the rightful owner.)

~ight

6 •. Return the papers to their ownerf-J and dis-·
cusfj the answers about ~vhich there is a
question.
'I1he pupil. list indica tine; the respective scores on this

teBt will be collected with the answer sheets of the
second gi tting of the 1L~tfiQn~Q:l-.£§. ~E QE1-.i2£~1 1~in}Sil!E

~£Q!.:Qt~aJ.:..

As you know~ and as has been indicated frequently throughout this study unit, there is very, very little that is
not open to discussion and/or dispute. This is certainly
tru~ of this test and the answers that are indicated below.
However, this test was constructed, in the light of this
study unit, with the idea that the answers given below
are appropriate for the questions as they are phrased.
1.
2.

T
T - If the decisions relating to culture were demanded by the ficts .of human nature it would seem
reasonable to expect a high degree of uniformity
among all intelligent peoples. The existing divergency is due to a large measure to the fact
that cultural matters are opinions enjoying deep,
widespread support from the particular cultural
groups.
3. · F - The key word here, of course, is 11 always"-. An
exception might be - In a highly critical situ~
ation~ the decision as to whether or not to
operate must be made by an experienced specialist.
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f4 .•

5·
6.

7·
8.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

XV ...

CON'J~.

Though the decision will be based on all the
available facts, this decision will, in the .final
analysis, be an expreE.;sion of his judgment or
opinion.
·
T - (see f/-2)
F - The Wrtght Brothers conducted one of the first
succ6ssful flights, but there were numerous airplanes before theirs.
T - historical facts, scientific facts, etc.
11' ·- All decisions, tbough notin[j as many relevant
facts-as·-·poEisible, contain an element of opinion.
F ... "Authorities agree" - Do the;y/ What authorities? Not all of them certainly.
~-' - Knowledgeable people reject the idea of "luck"
and would also reject the superstitions connected
with-that kind of thinking.
F - An example of careless speech that results in the
unthinking person accepting the statement as
relating to reality. The stars are always· there
in the sk;y. The sun's light makes their remote
light imperceptible in the daytime.. ·
F - If the evidence is probable, it is still an
·opi:nion.
~- It.is a source of widely-collected and highlyrefined opinion as to what is preferred by educated, informed people.
T - (see #2)
T - Most scientific facts are of this ~ature.
F - Scientists tell us that measuring devices do not
yield exact information •. 'l'he more precise the
instrument, the more nearly exact the measurement,
- but it is never exact.
F - "Red" is a term of consensus. There is no absolute, universal example of what the color "red"
really is.
F
This is a prevelant opinion, but it bas yet to
be established as a fact.
T - The "merely" was put in in order to get a few
answers of F.
·
F -A gossip's story usually contains some facts, but
seld.on1 to the degree characterized by the ~-nc_,y£1Q
£~~i~ ~22!§.QPi~g.

hogwash! e.g., a successful stockbroker and
an illiterate bum could both have an opinion on
how to invest $1,000,000.
F - There are more millions of people who would prefer their o~g native land of China, Russia, :Eng-land, France, etc.
J? -

I~re
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22.

23.

24-.

26.

27 •.

28.

29.

30.
31.

. 32.

33.
34·.
35.
36.

37.

38.

39.
40.

"No one" is too Btrong a term. Edgar Frieden-·
berg might, and I would imagine some teen-agers
might alsoo
'1~-- (see //2)
:B' - Too sweeping a statement.
It would probably be
more correct to say, "Bome can be trusted and
some can't be."
T - "Beauti.fu.l 11 is a term indicating a judr;rnent or
an opinton.
T - e.g. "The Ride of Paul Revere 11 gives many details
that are often accepted as fact although information from other sources concerning his ride is .
far less precise.
T - y/ebsl~.~:~~~. ~hiE£ !1~!'!. J;,g_t~rnQ~~hQP.al :!?.i.9.:~iQ.D.§:E.;~.·
T ~ If you accurately report what you experienced
through your senses, for example.
F - Opinion not fact.
J:P -D (see 113 as an example of an acceptabJ. e opinion
- exp~rt really~)
F - Compar~ th8 robes of Japan, ·loin cloths of Africal
etc.
]' ~- His opinions are those of an expert .2!ll;t: ~.£leg th_§.
QI?i~lQg §.?..SP-E~~_ed ;£~1~~.£§. 1£ ht§. f.iol~l of §Jl§.£2:.§.1.tv.
·
--·''""
Ic~ 1200 years ago millions of people believed the
earth to be quite flat. (we are told)
F - 'l'he key word is "invent".
F - A geritleman from Thialand would fold his hands
and bow. ~'Always" is too strong.
T -What is his t~aining, experience, achievement,
dependability, and objectivity vvith·regard to the
subject of ~he opinion?
F - Several cultures of the world have not found this
opinion to be a "fact of nature 11 • If some catastrophe would deciminate the male population
and leave only one man for every ten or twelve
women, polygamy would sudd~nly become a very desirable rule of behavior.
F - A wise p~rson would take serious notice of those
established values, but would not accept them J.l.~~1
because they were old. .His actions should be
based on values that he has judiciously established for himself, atking all factors into consideration.
T - Expert, respected, accepted, personal, and doubt-·
f'ul. '
·
We pl~ce great confidence in what the doctor preT
scribes, but it's something that he judges to be
needed. There is no absolute assurance that it
will be the right medicine...--Fortunately, their
respected and expert opinions are in most cases
exactly what is needed.
'
J.t' -

UNIT I
I.

List five instances when it would-b~ very important
to know whether a statement was a fact or an QP)~.~~.iQQ•
1.

--·-··-·-..------.--w.. .,____,_____ . ,. _____..,._______,___. _.,.__. . . . ,_. ._.__

II. Definition of a Fact.
l~'act:

>& _ _ _ , ......

Please memorize this definj.tion.

A term applied to: (1) an occurence, quality,
or relation which is manifest in experience
or may be inferred with a high degree of-certainty; (2) something which has been verified;
and (3) something personally known through an
awarene~:;s of physical actuality or practical
experience." (~e1?.~12.1~£~f.l ~gir£ New I:qt€2r.!1§.:t!.:.2.@.1 QiillQgar_.y. p. 813.)
11

Write ten statements which, according to the above
definition, are statements of fact.
1.
2 • ---·----··---·--·-'--·------.,...~------~----·-·---

3 . - - -..-·-·---·~-----·-------------·----~..·--------·---.. ____ ... __
__ ______.
_,.,.
l~

.________

,..

________

.,

5. ------~--~------··----------

..,,

______ ________
_:..,
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U.NIT I - CONT.
6~

..,.,._,_....., ____

......_~•~·

_n.._, _ _

.
,,.._~,.,..-,.,...,.,_..,.-.,.,.._._!"'"

•~-·-"""....__._,._.,_,_,__~_.,.._.,...,_,.,__..,_._,__...__,._,.........,,..,,.,_,

_ _ _ __,.,...,_

7 •-·-·-~"-···-···--··-·-·--~·-·-··-·-··-····--·--·-.·····--·----·--····-··----·-----·-·· ..,..., ______
8. -·-<------.. -·-·-·.-..--.. . . . .-... _ . _, __.. ... . . ,. _. . ,., ._ . . . -.. . . . . . . . _ . __ . .
~

9.

. ,__ . __ . . _.. __. . . . ,. . . .-

. .

_ ..,. .. __, ... _,,.., _ _...._,._.,,_., ____ ,_-..,_,... ,..,,...,.,-,..•,,__ _ _...,..._.._..,..,.,,,..,..,,....._..,,__.,.__,_,._w _ _.....,..._...._,,....,...,..-.. ..,.,- ... ___ ,_ _ _ "' _ _ _ _

10 • .-.............._.._,_........ .
~

III.

,__.--~---·-·-·,.,

...

~··~-·

--

................-. ..,.,....-..-.

_

____.............. _,_,...,......""""_.

...,

Definition of an Opinion.
de.f:l.nition.
Opinion:

_____

,.,_,. .............

----···.......... ........ __
,.

..

..,._, _,.._,.

____ ....___ _
,

Please memorize this

"A statement that is not demonstrable as
fact and refers to a view, judgment, or
appraisal formed in the mind about a particular matter including: (l) a notion or
conviction founded on probable evidence;
(2) a belief or view ba$ed on interj:n·eta·tion of observed facts and experience;
(3) something that is generally accepted
as factual; and ( 4-) a formal expression
by an expert."
Ot~:Q_?te_E_:__g ~h.~EQ. N~Y!
I:rl:~. tg"n~:~-~2..U2:l Dl~_yi_S?.P.:.~f~l.!.P. 1582.)
·

Write ten statements which, according to the above definition, are statements of opinj.on.
l . -~---·-----~---·----·-·-------~--,·---·-----·-···---·---·----

3. ----·-·-···-·-----·-------------------·---------------4.

5. -~---·----·---~-~----··-------------·-·---~------------6.

'1· -~---------~-·-----------..--~--·---·-----·--~-----------~-8.

9 •-----·-··----·-------··-·---····-----~-----------. ------------10.
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Read the following statements and decide whether each
statement is a Fact or an Opinion. If you think that the
statement is a fact, write F on the line in front of the
state~ent.
If you think it is an opinion, write 0 on the
line. Work carefully, but as rapidly as possible.
Ice cream is the best dessert.

J..

2._, ____._She is my sister.

3. ______ ,_)vithout water, we would die.•
4.

- - - " ..... -.....

There are seven days in a week.
t.

5. ~·--~-r•Iy teacher is the best t·eacher in the school.
6. _______Spelling is the most important subject that we can
study.

7. ·-·-·-··--}1ost adults are stronger than chi1clren.
8. ________,San Franci.Gco is Californi-a's second. JJrgest city.
9•.;.-·--~·~···-'l'elevis:ion

10.

does more harm than good.

California is the finest place to live in the TJ...,.
States.

~---~ni ted

ll. _____ There is life on other planets.
12 • _______ Kennedy was our greatest I)resident.

13. -~-··-·Monday comes after Sunda;y.
14-.

Lincoln freed the slaves with his "Emancipation
----·-Proclamation".

15. _______ I just weighed myself and I weigh 135 pounds.
16.

Steel is harder than wood.

17. _____ Steam escapes from the surface of boili.ng water.
18·--~---A

dog is a man's best friend.

20. r-·-··,.,_Boys have more fun than girls do.
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UNIT II - TEST.CONT.
21. ·-··~----·--A carrot is a vegetable.
22. ________'J!hj_s medicine should help you get well.

23.

Basketball is America's most exciting spectator
---······. ---~sport.

24.

__ _

It
..... ..............,..

is great to be a teen-ager!

25. -----····'11here are sixteen ounces in a pound.
26. ______...__ Raindrops moisten or wet whatever they clrop on.

~

27. _____ Sweet

is more pleasant than sour.

is prettier than green.

30. __,__,_...:.,_.A horse is larger than a pig.
31. -~--·---··-·Most aclul t males are larger than most adult females.

32. ______Much information is gotten through reading.
33 ._,.__.__Saturn is one of the planets in our Solar System.
3LI-, ------~I.lhat is a very beautiful picture.
35·----~That

i'
f,

28. _____A baby duck is called a duckling.
29·~~~---Blue

l

seems to be a good job of reporting.

36 • ______Potatoes have a better flavor than tur.'nipEl.

37. __________A horse can run faster than a man.

38. ___,____ It 's fun to live in our ·town.
39. _____Much of the earth's surface is covered by water.
lW. ___ He likes his dog more than he likes his cat.

1.,

!li

i't

!

i

I
I
\
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LJ.l ·-·--·~·--My !V!other is the world's be:::1t mother.

24-2. ~-----·]'eople are smaJ_~te.r than bears.

'+3. _________ Her favorite car is a I'ont:i.e.c Grand Prix.
LJ-4.

He seems happier than he was before he took
vacation.

~-·····-~--~-his

LJ-5. _____,~·-\'/omen are smarter than men are.
46. ____ Dogs make better pets than cats.
LJ-7 • __ ,___Two--year~old

children have a lot to learn •.

L~8. -·--·--Ad eli tion is more important tl}an subtraction.
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UNIT III WAYS OF OBTAINING FACTUAL INFORMATION
I.

Factual Information can be obtained through djrect
sensory experience. List two facts you know through
the use of each of the following senses.
SiP"ht:

---- ... >..\,_. __

1.

2.

E~_f.:;1:1hg : l · -··-·-----------..-----·-··--···-----·--------··-···--------~------..·-2.

---. ·----..---_...___

.....,.

___ _________
,.

~-~

..

--------·-.

§!2L~l1..tng ·: 1 • ----·-·-~-----·--·------------------------------·. ···-----··
T<i£-3tin~r:

l.

- · · -.. ····--· ....J.:;l,

--···--------·-·---·----·-----·-·"•""·--··---·-·-··------·····-----~ .

2 • ---····-~-·--·--------·-------------·--· ···-·-------·-·-··---·-·

II.

Factual information can also be obtained through-the
use of various kinds of measurement devices. Below
are listed some objects to be measured. De.cJde
which instrument of measurement will give you the
most precise or the most accurate information and
put a l in the blank. Select the next most exact
and put a 2 in the blank in frorit of that method of
measurement, etc.
To find the weight of a young boy •••
Lift him
a judgment by sight
_______)Iavc three people lift him and take an average
of their three estimates.
Use a bathroom scale
==-=~~::use the scales in a doctor's office
Put him on a see-saw and balance his weight
-----~Jth that of a boy whose weight you alre~dy know
- one on one end and one oi1 the other end.

:-::::)·1ake

12:5
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To find the width of a house •.•
_ ...___}1easure your normal stride and then pace off
the distance.
Look nt the distance and make a very careful
··---··--estimate.
-·c·----~Use a yardstick.
_____ Use a ten-foot ruler (a carpenter's ruler)
·-----·- Have three people estimate the ·width and take
an average of the three estimates.
Use a 100-foot tape measure and ask someone to
-~-·-··-hold one end (carefully).
To find the amount of oil in a partially-filled
gallon can •••
Lift it
------Lift it and slosh the oil to e;et an idea as. to
--····------how full the container is.
Weigh it and compare the weie;ht with the weight
of
gallon can full of the same kind of oil.
:Pour the contents into a quart measuring cup.
-····---·~-·~Pour the contents into a ~;allon measuring con·~
-·-··-·-··tainer.
_ _n _ _ _ _

III.

a

Many of the facts _that we relate to in our daily lives are accepted as facts on the basis of some au~
thority. List at least ten sources of factual information that we accept as fact on the basis of the
expertise or authority of others.
1.
2.

3 e - - - - - - · - · - - - - - - · · - - - - - . . . : - · - · · - - - - - - - · - - .- · - - · - - - - - ·
L~ •

5. ----·----···-----------·----------------~----------6.

7 . -----~--···-·-----·
8.

UNrr.r III CONT.

9 •·-·--··~-·.--:-----··-··----·-----····----··------·~----·--·-··--·-----·--·-----·--. . ._
10.
IV.

For factual information that relates to the past,
we are completely dependent upon reliable sources
of information. List ten sources of historical information that can be depended upon wi tb a high de···
gree of certainty.
1.

---,.~

..........._ ___ ....."""'·.•·...

.-.,.~.,

....... .,,....,.._.._ .. _ _ .... ._.,"O"&>O_"......,..,.._ _ ,._.,. __ ,.._ _ _ _ .._. _ _.._, •.,,.._.__ .,_...,._..,..._.....,.u...,...-.- ..-

2. -----..---·------------·--·------·------·-··~. ·-··-·------·-

3
A. ___,_, __

& · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -..- - - - - - - - - · - - - · - - · - · - - - - - · · · - · - - · - · - -...

_ _____________..

........ .__,,._•. ..._.

.._

6~ , _.......,.-......_ ...._ ..

~,

....,_,,._ .......... ..... __ _,..,,_.......,,. ••• - , . _.... _
~

.,.

_________

,..........................,..._

• .....,. _____ "!- _ _ ... _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..... _ _ _ , ..........

~

___ :..___

_________

--.-...._--:->-_•_,._. _

7 . -·--~-. --·-·----···-·-·"··--··..-·--·-·-·-·--·-·--·~·-------------··------·

E~. -------------------·---------·-----·--·--·------..~-··--·-··-

9. -----------·--------·-·---..---··--·-·--..-·-------·-··
10. ----------------·--·---..----··---·---··-----.. -··-~-·-

V.

Which method of arriving at factual inforwation ·do
you think is the most accurate, dependable, or reliable~
Indicate your choice of I, II, III, or IV
and defend your selection in a paragraph or so. Try
to make three or four pertinent points in your justification.
11he best way to arrive at factual information is___ _
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IV ··· -.....
JPACCf.lB
THNL' AJ:m KNO\v·N
THHOUGH
0\VN EXPERIIGNCJG
.............
......... ..
..,._
......
..........
.YOUH
__,...
........... ._.......
.. ....--------·...... .,......

I.

Visual .Experiment.

.._._

~.~·-·

-~

~........

~~"''"'"...-

~....

-·~·--·

-~·-·

-~-

Please c:msvter the following ques-

tions.
Was her hair reel, brown, black o:r blonde?.~---~··-·····-·······-

Did she have on a ·skirt and blouse or a dress? _,.._, .._w_.,..,,..,.
Has she wearing a sweater'? __....~..-~-----·-----··-----··--··--·-Did she have on any make-up'? _____ If so, what kind?

Was she taller, shorter, or about the same height
as the teacher?--------------~---·-·--·-··-···--·----·----··--~···Which ~ord best describes her attitude toward the
teacher'? Jiiriendly, Sullen, Courteous, Withdrawn,
Resentful, Helpful, Cooperative, Anxious, Nervous,
or Relaxed.
As a result of this little experiment, what would
you conclude with regard to "eye-witness" facts?

--

..

--"'---~-----------..,--

II.

... -~·

-·---··---...--------..--------..·-----...-..

"But I heard it with my
periment.
First ~~rial:

0\'lll

ears!'"

-...-

A Listening Ex-

Original Nessage ·----~--....---------

IJaS t Mess age . --------·-------..--~·------·----------- ·

Second Message.(Original)
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Last Messnrye.
·
tJ
- - - -..............--.---......- .... _.. _........ ._ ...... _ ..._.,,..._..,.., _ _,__.. __,,....., .. _____ ., .., .................,.. ,_..ft_,,.--·--

Third ~. rial: Original IVJeL'>sage ·.--·········------·--···--·--·---·~·--·
1

I1as t Me ssag<~. ---··------·-··----~------~----------·-·--·--·--·---..,

_,_..,~·-·-·-·-•..,_,.

.. ,,.c _ _ .. ,.., _ _ _ .._ _ _.., _

_....._..,,.,,. _ _. _ _ _ _
. .,, .._ _ .. _ _ .,..,..,....,. _ _ _ _ _ _

Even though you were trying to be accurat.e in what
you said and especially attentive to what you heard
discrepancies did occur. What would you conclude
from this with regard to information that is supposed to be factual because it was "heard with my
O'#Tl ears:"'?
,. • .,.,..,.._.._...,.__-..~._~•••"'"'""~-"'&--~.,.,..._•...,.,.~-,.;.._,,,. _ _

III.

,_._'>'co---...--....-__,__........,,.,_,........_,._,,o;,..•.,....•,._.,.....,,_._,.....,,.....,.,._,_.,.,...,....._.«-_,.

An added difficulty with regard to facts that are
known through our own experiences is that when we
try to report concerning these experiences we can
never really be sure that others have the same meaning for the words we use. We can never be certain
that they see, hear, feel, taste, or smell exactly
what we do.
]'or example, try to describe what "red 11 means or

is.

-----------'"---·--··--·--··--·----

How does ••vel vet" feeJ.? -~---···---·------··--------·-What dot::s an orange taste like?_·------·--·------

\'/hat does

11

good" mean?-·--------·----·. ·~----------·---

12?

AND

HIS~.1 0RICAIJ

li'ACr_ps

I. ·The people listed below are gJ.V:l.ng inforrn.::;.tion on
what it's like in outer space. Which of them would
more likely be giving factual information? Number
them in the order of dependabj_li ty, acceptabili t;y,
or level of expertise. (1 first, 2 next, and so on)
-~----li':i..rst

grader

_______ Ninth grader who likes space science
_____Middle-aged lady
_.,....._......._

. _Astronomer

_______)Iir:;h school science teacher
_________ Astronaut who is in training to go into orbit
_____High school social studies teacher
_________Astronau.t who has orbi tecl the earth
II.

If you were asked to find out accurate information
regarding George Washington, you would want to go to
various sources of historical information. Some of
these sources are listed belovT. Please number them
in order of their dependability, acceptability, or
. level of expertise.
______Fifth-grade social studies text
_______Second--grade reader containing a story about
George Washington
~-·: ___."_High school· hi~tory text

________ Scholarly biograp_hy of Washington
______College history text
-·-=--·Popular biography of Washington
Article in an historical research journal on the
few years of Washington's llife

-·----~·last.

____Autobiography of Washington
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IIIo

There are many sources of the kind of i.nformation that
is accepted as factual on the basis of some authority.
Some of these sources are ma~azines, newspapers, books,
encyclopedias, and; of cour~3e, the e:r:perts them.selve:s.
Indicate your jud.gment concerning tho~1e listed :i..n eac.h
category by numbering them in the order of their d~
pend~bility, accuracy, and/or level of expertise.

r.ook

Magazines:

True RomaYJce

Local weekly paper
Q.f1&~~.iatl S~i~~l.9.£ tlsmi:to~:
J2~il;y ~Q!k~ (Communist
-~--""--

New
__

,__

York -----·
Times
---·

daily)

·~

Local daily paper
Encyclopedias:

Th2.

Go1.£~ BoQls

World
Book
-- ---. ·-

............ . -··-

I9!l.C?.;Y.9.12.J?..£9i.s.
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Die ti ona:t·ies:

Webster's Third New Inter-

iiutioriai·'·D
ar:y
-.. ............-.............. . ......Iction
. ...........
. -..._,__
---~-

...._ ,.,

_..,.,._~

~---···

Dt..9.:t:;iQna).;r.;~;y: (High school

edition ·
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-..

_.

~

-~~~.......

AND

I.

---

-

1
1
HIS~.
0HICAIJ
~l:AI~ES ~................
HN1~
... .....................
........
.,.,. .............
~

~-·,.-·

UN1'HUCl~HS

............... ~ ...... ·~~-·-···~""''"""""~'

~-··

~..............

~"""'"

_

JVJAY ·-·
OH.. MAY
BE 11Rtm
...........
..NO~~'
..,................. _.. .. ......

..............

~---

~··

-.

FAC~L'f\

OR Ol)INIONS t1ASQUJ.I;RADING
AS
.. ........... _ ....,_.......
...........:..1"_._....,...,, .....,,............. "~"'

___ ... ..,...,~ ..... ~~'""r"'_.,

-.. ..~""'...... ~ ..,... ..........

~

In t.he light of today' s discussion? please enumerate
at least eight historical tales that may or may not
be true.
1.

~

/

.

.

-·-·--····-·----~-··~------·--------;..-~---- ..··-----·--·----·--~

'+.

5. ------·-·-···--··--~---------·-~-----·---"·-------·-···-·-··~··-

_____.. _____ __ _____ ___

6.

-...-----·-

7.

-----~""'"

........_.....,.

..

""~-

_.

...

,.

.

~--·-----•·-·-._.._._

8. •·-··.,'""_...... ,•.,....,,..,.,.........,.,..-._..,_,-.<>,.....

II.

,

..,

_

,..,,__,_....._

_.,___.,..._.....,.,---..,, __

......,....__._____

~--.......--_...._..

~_,

___ __ _____

..

. ..

,c•...,,....___...,_,.....,...~~'"--.,-.-...~,..,,.._.

..__ ._...,.,.,_....

~-...--u

...._

..... .....nn-.,

List below eight untruths or opinions masquerading
a.s facts.
1 0 -------------~----····~·--~-------·-·--·---·-~-·----~~---

2. _...,.. _ _....._..,.__._.,........,.._..,......___ ..__.._ ........

~-

....- -....- - - - · · - - ....-·--·......-""'... _____4 1 _ • , . , _

3. -··----·----~------·--,.-----------·---·--~~-L~ •

5. -·-·--·-·-~--·---··-·-------~----------·--------·---~--·-·---6.

8.

III.

Can you id~ntify some opinions of your own that, in
practice, you treat as facts?
1.
2.

3. -··-·-·-.. .....-... __
--..

._

__ ...... ____
,..

..,~-·--

...

--.......___.........__

__ ____

...

..._

~

___

.......

____

.

_,

........
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Using the classification of facts given below, ind.icate
the kind of fact represented by the statement given.
Classification Of Facts
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Something known to be a fact through your own
experience.
A statement that is accepted as a fact on the
basis of some generally ~ccepted authority or
expert.
A statement regarding an historical fact.
An historical tale that may or may not be true.
An untruth or opinion that some people tell or
report as being a fact.

1. _ _ ._When ice melts it becomes water.
2.

Columbus was the first

·~-·-·-·-·America.

3~--·---··-Jt

5.

moon~

George Washington was the first president of the
States.

---~UJ:iited

· Sir Walter Raleigh threw his coat on the wet ground
---··-for the queen to walk on.

6·~-~·-~The

7.

to discover

is approximately 250~000 miles from the earth

to the

L~.

Europ~an

capital of the U. S. S. R. is Moscow.

Abraham Lincoln was assinated· while he was pres----ident of the U. S.

8. ____ ~ he United States of America i.s made· up of fifty
separate states.
1

9 ·----··The Wright Brothers invented the first airplane.

10.
11.

Water is dangerous if it is taken into the nostrils
lungs.

·--~·-··-·and

George Washington cut down a cherry tree and adit.

-~--~·mitted

1-- -- -- --··
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12 ~ -··-· .. ----~Che l)ilgr:i.ms came over on the Mayflo\·.rer.

13.

The earth revolves about the sun and rotates on
o\~Jn ax:l s .

......_.. _. ...... ~- j, i; s

l'+._.________.It was right that the whi.te man took the land from
the Indians because the Indians didn't know how
to use it properly anyway.

15. ___ ,._____ The sun comes up each day.
16.

Id.ndberg was the first man to fly alone across the

--·. ·--·~"A tlantiic non-stop.

17 ·--···-Robin Hood robbed the rich and gave to

t~he

poor.

18#·----·-The United States began with th:i.rteen states.

19.

There is music is the air almost all of the'time,
though we do not always hear it ourselves.

-·~-·-··even

20._..______ If you can ,just get enough money, then you will
be ha.pp;y.

21.

'l~he word· "desuetude" in this sentence is spell------ed correctly.

22. ______The sun j_s the center of our Solar Systemo
23. ____A rock is heavier than a feather.
24. _______Si tting Bull was a. great Indj_an leader.

25. _____All !tussians cannot be trusted.
26·--·-~--It

is generally warmer in the summer than in the
winter.

27 •______A rock that is thrown into deep water will sink.
28.

Antarctica is located in the vicinity of the South

~-----Pole.

29 •___.,__ King Arthur and his Knights defended the weak
from the strong oppressors.
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.30. ________.. ___Sir Isaac Nmvton was a great scientist.

31.

If you break a

-·---··-····bad luek.

mirro~

you will have seven years

32. -~·--·-·-:B:lectrici ty is an i111portant source of po•Her.

33·--···-······At nir;ht the stars come out.
3L~. _, .....____

If we did not eat we would die.

35e _______FJach person has a good fairy that watches over
l.d.m or her.
36·-----~'he

sun does not give off any light at night.

37·-·~*___GaJ.ifornia

38.

39.
'~·0.

----.~

is by far the best state in the U.l:lion.

Benjamin Franklin discovered.electricity for the
. --..first time.
·

Captain John Smith's life was saved by Poca····-·---... horl tas.
.An atom is made up of a nucleus· and at least one

--~·-···-electron.

UNIT VIII - OPINIONS

I.

Definition of an Opinion. Please check to see that
you are completely familar with thi::.\ definition.
On:l.n:i
·-J...-.
. . . . . --.. .on:
. . . . ,.,
~

uA statement that is not d_emonst.:cable as
fact and refers to a view, judgment, or
appraisal formed in the mind about a parti~ular matter including: (l) a notion or
conviction founded on probable evidence;
(2) a belief or view based on interpretation of pbserved facts and experience; .
(3) something that is generally accepted
as factual; and ( L~) a formal expression by
an expert.
Olebster' s Third New Inter!!£~ i 2.!2.§3-1 Qi9.;.i?.J;.Qn a£.y·:-··p-; 1582}
---·-·~--. 11

II.

~!he

Importance of Opinions.

A.

We never reject a statement Jus.!f. because it

B~

Much of our conversation is the expression and/
or acceptance of various opinionso

:i.s

an opinion.
"You cert;;dnly look nice today", is a welcomed
opinion.

"How are you?" "I'm fine!" (an opinion)
"Beautiful day, isn't it?" (an opinion)
11
\vasn't that an exciting class we just had?"
(an opinion)
"What do you thfnk is going.to happen to us?"
(requests an opinion)

C.

!,1aJ};y of our actions are based on the opinions of
otherso
eog. what we wear, how we talk, where we go,
what we do, and, in a large measure, what we
think.

D.

Opinions are the
is developed.

"st~f;C'

out of which culture

e.g. vrhat constitutes "good manners" is based on
respected opinions which, in time, becomes generally accepted and eventually traditional.

l?;A
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III.

Key Words that Indicate That a Statement is an
Opinj_on.
A.

Imperatives such as should, ought, must, etc.,
almost invariably j.nvol ve oplnJ.ons. Give five
examples of opinions that include the imperative.
1.
2.

3 •------~~-----···---·--···--·---···-·-·--------.------·--···--~·-·--l~.

B.

Comparatives and superlatives also indicate that
the statement is an expression of an opinion.
List five examples of opinions containing comparatives and five examples of opinions involving
the use of superlatives.
·
1.
2.

3. ---·-------------

-----·----·-·---

_ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,.,_ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,_~.,..,., _ _ _ _ __

4.

5O ---•••e---·-·---·---•-•••-·-----------·----------·-·•

1. ---··----··-·------·---·----·--·----·-------------·--·--
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3 • -···--~·-·--·····----.,----·-·-····"·· ..-------.,·~------------·-·------·-·-------------··
Lj. •

5.
C.

_,. ._. . . ._&____

~--,.--

.

. ----------.. .-0_.___,.

-·-·-~

...,..~

Various adjectives and adverbs are also key indicators of opinions. (i.e. words such as
beautiful, nicely, etc.) List some examples below and~ in addition, attempt to develop an
alertness to their use by others.
Adjectives

Adverbs

1.
')
c..

2.

3. ------·-~---·---

3 •______...;·----··--·--·-·--·-

4. ---·--·--·------·-

4 •.

5. ----·---·--·~----

5. ----·-------·-·-----~

6.

6.
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KX:PEHT AND RJDSJJEC2.'JDD OY[NIO.NS

J11~£~£-t.. .9J2~I:~iS?D:
A statement of an opinion with
which Y.!P..I~'l few knowledgable people woulc1 disagree and with which all other knowledgeable
people would agree.

Indicate t:hree ind.ivi.duals whose opinions would be
considered expert opinions with re3ard to a particular area of expertise.

1.

1.

2.

II.

Respected Opinion: A statement of an opinion with
which a few knowledgeable people would disagree but
with which all other knowledgeable people would
agree.
Indicate three individuals whose oplnlons would be
considered respected opinions with regard to a particular area of specialization or training.

1.

2.

3 •--·----·--·--·---------·-----III.

The left-hand column below indicates the problem or
area of discussion about which an opinion is to be
expressed. ljlrom the list of -indi v:i.duals~by-occu
pation given on the following page, select the appropriate classification for an opinion expressed
by a person having that occupation.

£111?.J. e G.t.
1.

How· to play baseball

2.

On politics

13'7
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Merchandising
~~.

On a court decision

5.

On a religious issue

6.

'rhe design of a build-

7·

ing
How to operate

8.

B~ilding

''

construction

I!

On space travel

I

to run the mile

10~

Hmv

11.

On ma:rriage

I.

I

I

12.

13.

His field of teaching

What its like to be
:.small

14.

15.

Preparation of a
delicacy
Repair of some equipment
Architect

High-School Teacher · Jockey

Astronaut

Little-League Coach

Lawyer
Draftsman

Minister

Senator

Foreman

World Record Holder
Sunday School Teacher
City Councilman
Store !Ylanager

~urgeon

Nidget

Dept. l"ianager

University Professor
Marriage-Counselor
Hotel Chef

!'Iechanic

Supreme Court Justice

Track Coach

Psychologist

General Practicioner

High-Altitude Pilot

Cook

Big-League Manager

Engineer
The Inventor
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A9..£~.P.~.2-~ QQ;!}~]:2!l:

A stat ernent of a.n opinion with
which many people would agree but with which many
people would also disagre~.

IV!any of our attitudes and actions are based on
opinions of this type.
Some examples of this kind of an opinion.
A.

"America is the finest country i.n the vrorld!"
cf. the viewpoint of a Russian, a German, etc.

B.

"Men should wear trousers."
cf. Scottish kilts, Persian pantaloons, India's
robes, Ancient Greek and Roman togas) the
knee*·length pants of the Hevolutionary
per:i.od, etc.

C.

"A gentlemen allows a lady to ent~r a building, room, automobile, etc. fi:r.st.
cl.f. the brave-squaw relationship i.n v1h:Lch she

often walked while he rode and the Japanese custom of the wife walking behind her
husband.
D.

"Nen should shake hands when greeting one another."
cf. the Eastern custom of folded hands and a
slight bow and the Ancient Roman custom
of clasping the forearms.

Most of the behavior relating to our particular
culture is based on accepted opinions~
II.

List ten accepted opinions and alternate or opposite
opinions that are also accepted opinions. On line a,
give a generally-accepted opinion, and then on line
b, give an opposite or alternate opinion on the same
subject that is also vd.dely held.
1. a.
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1. b.

b.

3. a.
bo
L~ •

a.
b.

5. a.
b.

6. a.. ______. ___ __..,.. ..,, ....

___ ____. _____ ...
...

_,_,...

.,.

.._______ _

-~.-~----··;....,-,..,.._.,__

b.

7· a.
b.

8. a.

b.

9. a.
b.

10. a.

b.

----:a------~---·---~------.,..,

. . ________ .

~ ----------·~~

]_li-0

I.

§.~Q_j_~c:tiY..S::. C.€.~.?.::~~!2~3.) QP.~.!.!~~-Q.g:

A statement of an
opinion with which very few people would agree but
which knowledgeable people recognize as being 6f
value to the person havirtg this opinion.
Fo.r example:

11
1 have the nicest mother .in the
world!" or "'l'hat :i.s the most ex-·
ci t:i.ng book I've ever read! 11

Give five additional examples of subjective opinions.
1.

....--------..-·.,...,.....,....u-..ru..............._... . _. _ _.,_g_ _,_..._, ....__.... _

--·~·-------

................ ,,, ... .-__.., _ _ _ _ _ ,._ .........

_.,.._.~

2 • ----·--·~·-·-·--GO>-------~·--·--·~-·--·-~--~----···---··----~-

ll-.

5.

.

II o

__ _____
,

-

,_,_.__.._..... _.,....,.......,.......... ................

-....-....... ......--·---......... --. ---------·-:"'-.......-.--

....

~

~-

...

• ............ -o.,......_., _ _ ... _ ... ...... "" _ _ •_ _ ... ._.........,.. _ _ _ _ _ _ "'_'" _ _ _ _ _ ,.._..._, _ _ _
~

... -..-.......

,_~

~-":"·

....-......... -

....

_..~,

......<l. .. _

I!.2.Y.:Y. tK~.l

9J?.i.I\~l.2.!2:

J22.!!.R.:!i_f}.l.J.

Q:QiY!,i.Q.ns ~£§. .Q.f~~!! ~JSpres§_ed; ~s, ~.f !h~.Y.:

.... c.....

A statement of opinion with which

.very few knowledgeable people would agree and with
which all other knowledgeable people would disagree.
are facts.
.. ...
·----~ ~·-

For example: "You never do the right thing!" or
"You•re always late!" or
"Nothing exciting ever happens to mel"
Key words that indicate that a statement may be an
expression of a doubtful opinion are those
that are:
A.

Too extreme or inclusive relating to time
(always, never, everytime, etc.)

B.

Too extreme or inclusive with regard to people
(everyone, no one, none, all, etc.)

C.

Too extreme or inclusive with regard to things
(everything, nothing, none, etc.)

D.

Too extreme or inclusive with regard to ideas
(definitely, a.bsolutely, positively, etc.)

~

II
'

I
i

14·1

On the following lines, give three exampl.eB each for
A and B above, and two examples each for C and D.
A. 1.

7,

:::.> •

-··------·--··---~·······~~----···------·-·-. ---~----··---~·--·-~··-~·-·--··..--...~····--·-·--

B. 1.

2•

.................................,,. ... ............... ..;._..... ......... ~

......_.;..... _...........

-.

~

,.__...,:.,...,...,._._,,,.

..------...-...

. .........
~.,.

~-----

---. -.........__ .

....

----....·--------·--------- ------·-··-....-.
...

c.

__

.........__. _ _._ ... _ _ _ _ ...... _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ......"' _ _ .._.. _ _ .., .... <_ _

_,,.

__

.....

...

...

_

.....,..~-----

.

_.~-- ---~

...

~·

----------··----"~---------

1.

2.

D. 1.

2.

---..

------.----..

.

~.......--

--~------·-·---~._

-

..... ..,.... . --.-···----~.--
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UNIT XII "· EVALUATING VAltiOUS Ol)INIONS

I.

Criteria For

~valuating

The Quality Of .An Opinion

How you view the speaker's qualifications determines your evaluation of·the opin:i.on expressed.

II.

A.

The amount and quality of the .-!J.Efli!,l~:D:&;,
that the speaker has wit!~ E28.!:.~}~:£ ~2 ~J~.9.
~~~J~£1 about which he is expressing an
opinion.(e.g. it is doubtful whether expertise with regard to Atpmic Submarines
would qualify one as un expert with regard to Educati.on.)

B.

How much, and what kind of experience has
the speaker had with regard·-:Fo.the~·subject
about which he is expressing an opinion?

C.

What l~vel of achievement has the speaker
attained in the--area~··i~F.la-6 relates to· the
subject about which he ici expressing an
op:i.nion?

D.

What information do we have relative to
the speaker Is RQE~Q£ab_;Q.J.:t.;x:?

E.

.HovT about the degree of QQJ.2..q!.iY.i~.;z? To

what degree does the speaker's involvement color his opinion?

In evaluating tho significance, character, and·
worth of an opinion, would not intellectual honesty suggest the following?
A.

It would seem that a wise person would
attempt to learn ~§. !:!!~QQ Q~ J20~.~ible
about the speaker's qualification with
regard to the opinion he has expressed
p~£9.!:~ evaluating the opinion he has
expressed.

B.

It would also seem that the less you know
of the speaker's uualifications the less
certain you should be concerning ~9UE.
.QYB:l£~i~_Qg of the opinion he has expressed.
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C.

Your own opinions would not be made to
appear more dependable or authoritative
than your qualifications with regard to
the particular subject warrant.

D.

You would not value your own opinions more
than is justified. They would not be more
noteworthy because they were your ovm.

I~.

Opinions would be evaluated on other grounds
thari just their degree of general acceptance.
How do knowledgeable people view
this question?" or "\'/hat is the opinion,
in this regard, of knowledgeable people?"
are questions one might well ask when evaluating generally accepted or wj.delyheld opinions.
11

III.

In the following exercises, rea~ the paragraphs describing particular incidents. Listed below the
paragraphs will be several individuals who would
supposedly be expressing an opinion with regard to
the incident. Number them, in the blanks provided,
1, 2, 3, .•. according to your evaluation of the dependability, objectivity, and general worth of their
opinion.

A.· In an after-school softball game between ninthgraders f~om two schools, an important run did
not score because the umpire (the coach from
the other school) called the runner out at home
plate. The boy was on the home team. Evaluate
the opinions.
-·-·-The boy who was put? or called out.
__ ,__ A ninth grade girl f_rom the other schoo1.
_____'I1he umpire at home plate.
--~--One of the players on the home team.
The umpire at second base. (the runner's
-----coach)
B~

Several people are discussing what is required
if one is to be a good soldier, sailor, or marine. Whom would you judge to know most what he
or she is talking about?
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The mother of a sa1lor.
teen··.. ager about to enlist.
-·..·--····-A General of the Army.
-----...--A retired Master Se:r·geant.
/==~~~~:A prJ vat e :i..n the r1a.rines.
--~----·A

C.

A small boy lies sick in his bed.

ueveral people
have looked at him and have decided what they
think is wrong vd.th him and \vhat should be dono
for him. Evaluate the opinions.

An older sister.
neighbor lady, who "had a boy v1ho look-----·--ed just like that ! 11
A nurse who has been attending the boy for
····---some time.
The Specialist called in the Doctor for con·---~- suJ.tation.
The Doctor in charge of the case.
~~~==The father of the boy.
·····-·~A

D.

The beauty contest is over. The winner is truly
worthy but her selection was not unanimous.
Many people are second-guessing the decision •
.F.!valua t e 'their opinions.
The Master of Ceremonies.

·----A spectator who had been in the balcony.
-·---Owner of a model agency.
----The winner's mother.
====~'he boy friend of one of the losers.

~.

A criminal trial has just been completed and the
jury has returned its verdict. Because of the
importance of the case, many of the people in-·
valved and concerned have gathered in a restau-·
rant near the. court house to discuss the trail
and the verdict. Strong and often opposite opinions are exp:t·essed by the following people.
Knowing nothing of the case yourself, vThose opinion would you be most likely to value most
highly?
_____A ne\,!spaper reporter.
A member of tbe jury.
==:--The presiding judge in the case.
The District AttorneY (the prosecutor).
----A witness for the def'ense.
------·,.A spectator.
===~=The guilty person's mother.
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Using the classifications developed in Units VIII - XI
(a. ~xpert? b. Respected, c. Accepted, d. Subjective
(personal), and e. Doubtful) determine whether eachopinion given below should be in the a, b, c, d, or e
cate~oary and put that letter on the blank space in
front of the particular opinion.
The word or words in parenthe~es indicate the person who
expressed the opinion. As you know, this is of primary
importance in determining the particular classification
for any statement of an opinion.
1.

It looks like we will have a real good crop this
---year. (Sarmer)

24 ___Califorriia is a wonderful place to live. (visitor)

3.
L!-.

5.

You.r playing. seems to be off key. (symphony direct·-

---or)

·

·

·

Asparagus tastes. like .weeds. (little boy)
That is the most beautiful sunset I've ever seen.

-·n-- (lady)

6. ____I'1y wife is really a wonderful woman. (husband)

7.
8.

You do not seem to be managing your money properly.
- - (financial counselor)
.
.
No one cares whether we live or die. (orphan)

9. _____r1en are certainly no good. (old maid)
10~

11.

Peoule who read a lot make good conversationalists.

~·-·-(man)

No one can be trusted.

(man full of hate)

12 ·---~This construction should prove to be quite satisfactory. (civil engineer)

13.

I don't think that this law should have been passed
all. (Congressman)

~-at
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14.

This is the best way to make a hydrogen bomb.
---(atomi.c scientist)

15. __.__ply f1Iother is prett:i.. er than your Flother.
16.

Children are more trouble than they're worth!
---(older woman)

17. ____I"1usic is my favorite subject.
18.

19.
20.

(girl)

(pupil)

I am the world's greatest painter! (art student)
That large growth should be cut out. (cancer special-

--·~~ist)

Football is an exciting sport tq watch. (spectator)

2l. ___~You are nice person to be around. (your best friend)
22.

If you think of others more than you think of your···---se.l.f, you will probabJ.y be liked by them. (motb.er)

23.

Strength is more important than intel1igence.(labor---er) . ·

24.
25.
26.

--~·-,

You are the smartest teacher in the whole world.
( pupi 1)
People from England are not as friendly as the
are. (Canadian)
.

-~-icans

Amer-~

If you want to p.;et promotions in the service, you
--must learn to ai.ways follow ord.ers. (general)

27 •__ Jjaughter is fine medicine for the soul. (clown)
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28.

That's~ well-cut, fashionable suit.
-·--·-·consultant)

;~9 ....--~··The Navy

( sa.:.i.lor)

30.

COJ'fJ~.

(fashion

is the most important part of our defense.
·

Your future will certainly be better than your past
---has been. (fortune teller)

31. ___'l1bis is the finest car that I've ever had. (man)

32.

If you take this medicine, you ought to improve.
---(doc tor)

33.

We are doing the best we can under the circumstances.
---(President of the U. S. )
.

3'+. _____Mothers are more important in children's lives than
:fathers· are, always! (mother)
7, ,1).,,
1's snou
,
} o.'\
?/·--·-·ru.J>:I...
..

erB.

36.

3?.
38.
39.
4·0.

(parent;)

.

f o 11. ow th. e ~ns
. t·-rue t;J.ons
. .
. t·eac.h
.o f tb eJ.r

If you try harder, you'll

-·-·w,. (boss)

prob~bly

get a raise.

Those certainly appear to be his fingerprints.

-~ (criminologist)

You're the most handsome boy I''ve ever seen. (girl)
Each one of you will benefit if you will try to read
---·for awhile each evening during the semester. (teacher)
She is the best teacher I ever had.

(lady)
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UNIT XIV - REVIEW
I.

Definition of a Fact. Review the definition and illustrate each part of the definition.
Ji'act:

"A term applied. to a statement concerning:

e • g • -···----··--·······-···----~-··-..··-··-·-----·--···-·-··-···..···--·----..··--··--·--·-..·-··-·-

(2)

.

.

. ------·-··-·-·---~----·····-·-··~---~--··---···--···----·----~·--··-·-"··-···- '

e • g • ~--. ·----···----·---··-·---·--·-------·-··---···-----·--------·----···--··-( 3) -·----··-·----~-------·------··---~-----.-----------;

II.

. Wn.ys of Obtai.ning Factual Information. (Illustrate

ea.ch method.)

A.

Through sensory experience.

B.

Through the use of measurement devices.

C.

BY

attending to an authoritative source of information.

UNIT XIV COWP.

D.

III.

By reference to reliable sources of historical
information.

Untx·uths or Opinions Ho.squeradJ.ng as Facts.
(Illustrate)
A.

An untruth masquerading as a fact.
1.

2.

B.

Opinions that masquerade as facts.
1 • --·-···..- ......~--~~----·-·-~--··-·~-~·--···------··-···-----·-·-··

2. -----·--------------·--..------------·-------·-.. ····-

IV.

D6finition of an Opinion. Review the definition and
illustrate each part of the definition.
QQ~ni2.Q:

"A statement that is not demonstrable as
fact and refers to a view, judgment, or appraisal
formed in the mind about a particular matter including:
( 1) ------·-------·------..-------~..- - · - - - - - - ;

e. g.------------····------:..-----------~--
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e • g • ------..--..··--····--·-·-······---·--~·····---··-·-·-. ·--·--·~----···---------------·-----·---(3)
.

---------------·---·---·--···-..-----·-····-·---·--···-----·----~·-·--···-····-··--···-·---· '

(4)

V.

.

...... ·-·--·-~~---·-.,···------····"·---···· -~----~-------..-·---··---. ----·-""' ··-·-··--------·-· ,

e • g • --··-----------·-·-··--------------~----------···--------The Importance of Opinions.

A.

B.
C.

D.
VI.

--~-

Never reject a statement j~st because it is an
opinion.
Much of our conversation is the expression and/
or acceptance of various op1n1ons.
~!?,;Q;Y. of our actions are based on the opinions of
ourselven and others.
Opinionn are the "stuff" out of which culture is
developed. ·

Key Words that Indicate That a Statement is an Opinion.
A.

Imperatives

B.
C.
D.

Comparatives
Various adjectives
Other

VII.

Questionable or Doubtful Opinions. These opinions
often contain words such as: all, never, best,
first, everyone, authorities agree, absolutely, always, everything, pqsitively, without a doubt, etc.

VIII.

Review the Distinctions Between the Other Kinds of
Opinions. (expert, respected, accepted, and subjective or personal)
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Please read the following statements and determine whether
each one is either true or false. If the statement is
true, mark a T in the blank provided. If the statement
is false, put an F in the blank.

1.

fvluch, if not most, of our converBation consists of
---the expression of opinions.

2. __ Culture is developed on the basis of opinions.

3 o _ _ _),acts are alvmys more important than opinion.s.
'~-.

Teen-agers have a 11 Way-of-·life 11 of their own that
~--·-is based on their opinions.

5. _____'l'he Wright Brothers invented the first _airplane.
6. ____,Tb.ere are different kinds of facts.

7. ·

'.:

t

f

A wise person acts only on the basis of established
·-.. -·-·facts.

1

8.

Authorities agree that boys are smarter than girls.

9.

The idea that certain actions may bring bad luck iG
an opinion.

I
!

At night, the stars come out.

i

10.
11.

A·fact is the statement of a conviction founded on
---probable evidence.

12.

A dictionary is a source of facts with regard to
--..·-word meaning, etc.

13.

Opinions are the "stuff 11 out of which culture is
__. M_d.eveloped.

V}.

Many facts have to be accepted on the basis of the
k··-- authority of others.

15.

i'/hen you u::;e an accurate measu1,ing device you arrive
---at exact information.
1

I

!
i

]-5."c
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16.

~Phe term "red" used to describe a particular c.olor,
means the same thing to all intelligent people.

17. --·-~--·good.
It is a fact that television does more harm than
18.

19.

A formal expression by an expert
opinion.

~ay

be merely an

All sources of factual information are equally cle-

-~·-pendable.

20. ___ "0ne ~Ian's opinion is as good as another Nan's
opinion."
21.

It is generally-accepted fact that "America is the
---finest country in the world 11 •

22. ___ ._No one really understands teen-agers.

23. _____1VIor:t of the behavioi' relating to our particular culture is based on accepted opinions.
2'-J.. _......5 1 he HuB sian people cannot, 'be trusted.

25.
26.

A statement that indicates that something is beaut-

---iful will always be a statement of an opinion.

Some historical information may be nothing but fre---quently repeated opinion.

27 • ____A fact is a statement concerning an occurrence,
quality, or relation which may be inferred with a
high degree of certainty.
28.

29.

You can be a source of factual information.
I

•

"A dog i:s a man's best friend" is a widely re-

--cognized fact.

30. _.__ When an intelligent, educated person finally deterthat a statement is just an opinion, he will
probably reject it.

~ines

i:
f,

Ili

I

!!

I
i

f
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31.

32.
33y
34.

11

CON~!.

J:llen should wear trousers" is an obvious rule of

----·~life.

The opinions of a highly-trained, experienced, and
---respected scientist would always be ihe opinions of
an expert.

If millions of people believe it to be true, it can't
wrong.
·

-~--be

Benjamin Franklin
__..__ electricity.

~as

the first American to invent

35. -··-A well-behaved man always shakes hands when being
introduced to a stranger.

36.

37.
38.

In d~ci~ing on the value of an opinion, one must
---know who stated the opinion.
That a man should have but one wife, is a fact of

-~--nature.

An individual should base his actions and choices
values whi.ch have been established by others. over
a long period of time.

-·--·~on

39. ___ There

ar~

different kinds of opinions.

40. -··-A doctor's prescription of medicine, correct dosage,
and time schedule is the e~pression of an opinion.

Dale 11'ue;cne I.1ee Fisher
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